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Ivan Basić and Maja Zeman

What Can Epigraphy Tell Us about
Partitio Imperii in Fifth-Century Dalmatia?
The issue at hand is a Greek epitaph inscribed on an early Christian sarcophagus found in St. Elijah’s Church on the island of Lopud off the coast
of Dalmatia in the southern Adriatic. We present a description of the monument, a reading, and dating of the epitaph, as well as epigraphic, anthroponomic, and historical analysis and provide archaeological-topographic
context of the find. We identify the name of the deceased (Isaac) and origin
(northern Syria or Asia Minor) and determine the date (17 October 452).
In particular, we analyze the mention of the western Roman consul in the
dating formula, establishing it as the first reliable epigraphic corroboration
of the fact that Dalmatia was a part of the western Roman Empire in the
fifth century.

The island of Lopud is one of the three largest islands of the Elafiti archipelago, an island group west of Dubrovnik, at the far south of what now
constitutes Croatia (Figure 1).1 The Elafiti themselves, in the form septem
Elaphites, appear for the first time as late as the first century, in the Naturalis Historia by Pliny the Elder.2 Apart from this work, there is no information about the Elafiti islands in any other source from antiquity. Owing

In the various stages of the work on the Lopud inscription, very useful advice and help in its
reading and interpretation was selflessly provided by Denis Feissel, Victor Ghica, Flora Karagianni, Anamarija Kurilić, Milenko Lončar, Emilio Marin, and the two anonymous reviewers for
this journal. To all of them we express our deepest gratitude. Special thanks to our colleague
Marta Perkić who has granted us access to the documentation of the Conservation Department in
Dubrovnik. Our thanks go also to Father Ivan Šimić, the Lopud parish priest, and Božena Popić
Kurtela, for allowing us access to the Lopud Parish Collection. We would like to thank Mirna
Zeman, Ivan Viđen, Helena Puhara, Đivo Dražić, and Vlasta Glavović for all their help in studying
the inscription and supporting us in publication of this work. We are also grateful to Igor Fisković
for his advice and valuable information.
1
The Elafiti extend from the southeastern part of the Pelješac peninsula on the northwest to the
Lapad peninsula on the southeast. They consist of as many as thirteen islands. Three of them are
populated and are the largest in terms of area coverage—Lopud itself (4.63 km²), Šipan (16.5 km²)
and Koločep (2.35 km²). In later archival sources, the term “Islands” (Insulae) typically refers to
only those three most important islands.
2
Plin. HN 3.152.
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Fig. 1. Late Roman provinces on the Eastern Adriatic and the southern Pannonian
Basin, ca. 400 ce (after Gračanin 2015, 11; modified by author).

to its proximity to the Roman colony in Epidaurum (present-day Cavtat),
it was customary to view this island group as a part of its ager, and it was
only recently that a possibility has been introduced to consider them within
the system of Roman imperial possessions on the eastern Adriatic coast.3
Although systematic archaeological research has not been conducted on any
of the islands in the Elafiti archipelago, there is a number of known sites
from antiquity and Late Antiquity on three larger islands—Šipan, Lopud, and
Koločep—among which Lopud boasts the most finds.
Among the Lopud sites, the church of St. Elijah stands out. This early
Romanesque church in the southwestern part of the Lopud bay has more

3

Zeman 2017.
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Fig. 2. Church of St. Elijah, Lopud, aerial view (photo: M. Zeman).

recently been dated to the first half or middle of the twelfth century (Figure 2).4 The church was erected as part of a more elaborate complex, but its
phases and exact purpose still remain unknown.5 Up until the last decades of
the twentieth century, it had been derelict and was subjected to conservation
interventions, accompanied by archaeological research in close proximity to
the church.6
In the course of the aforementioned research north, south, and west of
the St. Elijah, at a distance of two-and-a-half to three meters, remnants of

4
Lisičar 1931, 58; Badurina, Tadić 1988–1989, 61; Tomas 2014; Tomas 2017b, 80–88 (Zeman
2017 contains all pertinent previous literature dealing with St. Elijah’s church).
5
Lučić 1966, 208 and 1993, 16; Tomas 2017b, 80, 82; see also the unpublished documentation
stored in the Archives of the Conservation Department in Dubrovnik, dossier Archaeological Site
of the church of St. Elijah, Lopud, 1.
6
The church was described as a ruin in 1773 (Lučić 1966, 208 and 1993, 16). Along with conservation, after preliminary interventions in the 1960s, in the period from 1973 to 1979 archaeological research was undertaken by the Institute for the Preservation of Cultural Monuments in
Dubrovnik (Archives of the Conservation Department in Dubrovnik, dossier Archaeological Site
of the church of St. Elijah, Lopud: Technical Description).
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walls built by various construction methods were discovered.7 Several among
them were recognized as older, with the earliest phases dating back to anti
quity.8 The finds on the site include sculptural fragments from various periods,
including the fifth and sixth centuries,9 which points to the possibility that
before the early Romanesque church of St. Elijah was built, there previously
had existed an early Christian church, potentially adapted from a Roman
edifice.10 This is supported by the fact that southwest of the St. Elijah church
a stone tomb was found, along a twenty-five-meter wall that extends in the
direction of east-west. On that wall, above the tomb, there are three niches, of
the kind found in memorial edifices, especially of the early Christian period,
in the area that is now Syria and Egypt.11 As far as a possible funerary purpose of earlier edifices in this part of the Lopud bay is concerned, evidence can
be found in archaeological diaries from the research conducted in the 1970s,
which contain records about other funerary remains next to the St. Elijah
church. Another source consists of reports of the desecration of graves around
the church during the construction of private residences and service facilities
over the course of the twentieth century.
The research conducted thus far has shown that this is a multi-layered
site which merits additional commitment from researchers, all the more so
because the church of St. Elijah is often referred to in literature as the first
parish church on the island.12 The finds located there also call for more
detailed scholarly inquiry.13 Most of them, however, remain unknown and
inaccessible to the wider scholarly community. Among those finds, one stone
tablet stands apart not only as evidence of the aforementioned hypothesis
about an early Christian complex on the St. Elijah site and its funerary or
memorial purpose but also for its exceptional importance in the historical
and political context. Its inscription is extremely pregnant with meaning,

Zeman 2017, 19.
Zeman 2017, 19. Assumptions regarding a Roman estate on this location were proposed by
Fisković 1970, 5–6 n. 1 and Zaninović 1988, 97. See also Šarić 1988, 111–17.
9
On early Christian fragments on the site, see Fisković 1980, 245, 249–50; Cambi 2002, 277;
Tomas 2014, 94; Zeman 2017, 31–32. On early medieval fragments, dated to the period between
the eighth and ninth centuries, see Tomas 2017a, 37–38.
10
In the aforementioned work, assumptions regarding the early Christian edifice were proposed
by Igor Fisković, who was also the first to postulate the possibility of funerary purpose; see also
Zeman 2017, 31.
11
Fisković 1980, 241; Zeman 2017, 30.
12
St. Elijah’s Church, according to written sources from the thirteenth century, was certainly a
more affluent endowment, in possession of larger estates not only on Lopud but also on the Šipan
island (Lučić 1966, 201–2; 1970, 93; 1990, 43). Matijašević (Mattei) and Lisičar (Lisičar 1931,
16–18, 36–37, 61) refer to it possibly as the original parish church of the island. On this, see also
Tomas 2017a, 37.
13
Fisković 1980, 240–42; Tomas 2014, 94–95; Zeman 2017, 31–32.
7
8
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Fig. 3. Lopud, Parochial collection, fragments of the sarcophagus of Isaac, son of
Antiochus, 452 ce (photo: M. Zeman; drawing: I. Basić).

and it is without a doubt one of the most prominent monuments of late
antique Dalmatia.
This stone tablet contains a Greek inscription, found in 1973 in secondary use, in the church’s flooring (Figure 3). The research reports state that
a stone tablet of larger dimensions was found in the front part of the nave,
face-down. The following fragment that was taken out of the flooring, with
an engraved cross (Figure 4), proved to be a part of the same whole, and the
report also lists two smaller fragments with a simple molding as part of this
stone tablet.14 It is apparent from the excavation report and its accompanying

Archives of the Conservation Department in Dubrovnik, dossier Report on the conservation
research of St. Elijah’s Church, Lopud (report written by Dubravka Beritić). We were not able to
locate or identify the remaining fragments.
14
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Fig. 4. Lopud, Parochial collection, sarcophagus of Isaac, son
of Antiochus, detail of cross (photo: I. Basić).

documentation that the tablet was studied in more detail, including efforts to
read the inscription.15
According to an unknown author of the first preliminary reading (in
1973), the transcript of the Greek text is:
Ὣδε κεῖται Ἐάκιος υἱὸϛ Ἀντιόχ(ου)
(χ)ρήαν (δι)δὼν ἐν μηνὶ δίου ζ’ ἰ(δοῖς)ὑπατίᾳ Ἐρουλάνου ἰνδ(ικτιῶνος) ε’

15
Archives of the Conservation Department in Dubrovnik, dossier St. Elijah’s Church, transcript, numbers 1–3/1–74. The author of this reading of the text is unknown.
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The author suggests the following translation:
Here lies Eakios, son of Antioch,
who paid the levy in the 9th month of Dios
in the consulship-designate of Erulanus, 5th indiction.

The translation is followed by comments suggesting a fourth-century date,
noting that according to the indiction stated (which the author considers
uncertain because the inscription had been damaged), the following years
might come into consideration: 302, 317, 332, 347, 362, 387, or 402. Expert
opinion changed later, dating the inscription more precisely to the year 438.16
Immediately upon its discovery, the inscribed stone tablet and the adjoining fragment with the engraved cross were relocated to the premises of the
Lopud parish house. But after it had been stored and its examination had
obviously only just begun, this valuable find was almost completely forgotten,
appearing only rarely in published literature.17
Because our interpretation of the inscription’s content differs from the
opinion given after its discovery, and because this find has remained understudied with regard to its value and is, moreover, little known in scholarship,
we conducted further research. There are several aspects to this monument’s
importance: firstly, its topographic setting; secondly, the historical and prosopographical aspects involved; then, its significance from the linguistic perspective; and finally, its epigraphic importance in general. The present article is in
effect the first publication of the Lopud monument following accepted editorial
standards. We accordingly provide a description of the monument, an overview of the script used along with our own reading of it, and epigraphic and
anthroponymic analysis. Additionally, we put forward a proposition for interpreting the historical context and offer a new, more accurate dating to 452 ce.

Description
The tablet is an irregular, horizontally laid-out rectangle whose right quarter
was broken off but joins up along the fracture. The larger left-hand part (50 ×
112 × 11 cm) contains the epitaph, whereas the smaller right-hand part (50 ×
36 × 11 cm) is decorated with a Latin cross engraved along the middle of the

16
Archives of the Conservation Department in Dubrovnik, dossier Report on the Conservation
Research of St. Elijah’s Church, Lopud (report written by Dubravka Beritić), 3.
17
Fisković 1980, 240. After Igor Fisković, only Tomas 2014, 94–95 mentioned the Lopud
inscription. The photographs of the fragment have been published only recently in Zeman 2017,
114, Tab. 4—Fig. 1, calling attention to the need not only for a more comprehensive approach to
the Lopud stone tablet but also for a more thorough examination of the text, the suggested date,
and the characteristics of the decorative cross engraved on the adjoining smaller fragment.
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surface. The total preserved height of the joined, restituted tablet is 50 centimeters and the length 148 centimeters, whereas the width varies between 11
centimeters on the top end and 10 centimeters on the bottom end.18 It seems
that the surface of the epigraphic field (with dimensions of 97 × 20 cm) was
originally of good quality, but since it was exposed to elements for years—and
in part owing to current inadequate storage conditions—the bottom third of
the tablet is in poor condition, with the surface partly perforated and worn
away in several places.
Upon inspecting the fragments, we discovered that these were in fact remnants of the front panel of a sarcophagus, not a tombstone. The top border of
the fragment has been preserved in its entirety, with protruding dentils that
run along its edge (3 cm high) and serve as a spring to help the lid fit more
firmly into place. The inscription has been positioned in the middle of the
front panel and consists of three lines of uneven length. The average height of
letters is 5 centimeters. The third line has been preserved in its entirety, since
the word ὑπατίᾳ at the end of second line has been cut short after the letter π
and continued in the following line, so that the better part of the word ended
up there, at the beginning of the third line. Owing to the fragmentary nature
of the tablet, the letters are missing from the beginning of the first and second
lines: it is beyond doubt that there are only three letters (EΝΘ) missing from
the first line, whereas the number of letters missing from the second line cannot be established with certainty. There is place for three or four letters at
most. To judge by the placement of the text, it is evident that the inscription
was arranged so that the text could be placed in the middle of the surface.
Such evenness suggests that the letters missing from the beginning of the first
two lines on the left-hand side were approximately as wide as the preserved
ends of lines on the right-hand side.
The first letter preserved in the first line was damaged by a diagonal fracture, but since the traces of the right-hand diagonal and the remnant of the
V-shaped crossbar are still visible, an A can be reconstructed. The second
letter is Δ; the third and fourth letters are slightly more damaged, but visible
traces of the stroke make it possible to reconstruct letters E and K. The next
three letters are very faded, but with some effort they can be pinpointed as I,
T and E. There is subsequent damage to the stone, but it is still visible that the
letter I is the next one; followed by an angular sigma, then the letter A with
the V-shaped crossbar, next there is K (with reduced arms as in the previous

Atypical tapering of the tablet (the sides of a sarcophagus are usually thicker and more solid
on the bottom) should probably be attributed to a subsequent re-chiseling in order to adapt it to the
walking level of St. Elijah’s pavement. It should also be taken into account that salt sediment had
eroded the bottom part of the tablet.
18
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instance) and subsequently I and an angular O. After this an angular sigma
was engraved, but shallower in its appearance and with shorter horizontal
strokes. The next word starts with the letter V (that is, upsilon), whose bottom part has been poorly preserved. Three following letters I, O and S have
been better preserved and are more clearly cut. The last word in the first line
starts with the letter A (with the V-shaped crossbar here as well) that is followed by well preserved and sharply engraved N, T, I, O and X.
The beginning of the second line has been greatly damaged so that the
first two letters P and H can be read only with a great deal of effort; they are
also somewhat narrower than the rest. Deep grooves have damaged the stone
on the top part of the space after the letter H, reducing its legibility. However,
the following three letters are completely legible: A, N and Δ. These letters
are followed by an angular omega (similar to the Cyrillic Ш) and sharply and
precisely engraved N, E, and N. The following M, H, N, I, Δ, and I have clear
strokes and can be read without any difficulty. After them there is an angular
O. It is followed by the letter V, but the format of this upsilon is smaller than
that of its counterparts (and other letters) and it hovers above the bottom edge
of the line. Although it represents a syntactic whole with the preceding O and
the two letters before that, the sculptor had left a substantial gap between O
and V. The line closes with four letters Z, I, V and Π, which allow for smooth
reading. Above zeta we can distinguish a horizontal line indicating contraction (since this is a numeral), and half way up between iota and upsilon a
round mark was engraved, which could represent punctuation (although there
is none in the rest of the inscription).
In the last and third line of the inscription the depth of incision and legibility of the text have been best preserved. The first four graphemes A, T, I,
and A continue the word that was started in the previous line. The opening
letter of the next word is E, in front of which in the upper left-hand corner an
uncertain incision can be observed. This is possibly spiritus asper—which is
less probable since there are no other diacritical marks anywhere else in the
inscription—or a sign of secondary damage to the surface. The four following letters are P, an angular O, V, and Λ. Upsilon stands out to some extent
owing to its more slanted and thicker left arm, whereas lambda is slightly
smaller than the other graphemes. Next are the letter A (elongated vertically), N, and an angular O. The upsilon after them was not engraved in the
shape of V but rather as the letter I with two arms that fork out into opposite
directions half way up (the only such instance in the inscription). The following graphemes I, N, and Δ do not have any distinguishing marks. The last
two letters of the inscription, both stigma (ϛ), are identical graphically but
differ in their format, appearance, function, and meaning (see below). Above
the last stigma there is a bar indicating contraction indicating the numerical
value 6.
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The inscription was written in uppercase, without any uncial traces (if we
disregard the stigma in the indiction formula that has a special function) and
with no ligatures. The letters are relatively proportionate in size and evenly
spaced, with few exceptions. Almost throughout the entire inscription the
ends of vertical and horizontal strokes are slightly deeper and sometimes
extend in triangular line-ends (serifs), all of which facilitate legibility.

Reading and Epigraphic Analysis
Despite the aforementioned damage, the restitution presents no real dilemma.
Accordingly, the preserved text would be read as follows:
AΔΕΚIΤΕICAΚΙΟCΥIOCAΝΤΙΟΧ
ΡHΑΝΔΩΝEΝΜΗΝIΔIΟΥZ̅ I·YΠ
ΑΤIAEΡΟΥΛAΝΟΥIΝΔSS̅

In our reading and translation, this text produces the following result:
(Ἐνθ)άδε κῖτε Ἰσάκιος υἱὸς Ἀντιόχ(ου)
[ἀπὸ . . . ] vel [κώμ(ης)] [ . . . ]ρηανδων ἐν μηνὶ Δίου ζι’, ὑπατίᾳ Ἑρ[κ]ουλάνου, ἰνδ(ικτιῶνος) ϛ’
Here lies Isaac, the son of Antioch,
[from . . . ]reanda, in the month of Dios, 17th day,
in the consulate of Herculanus, 6th indiction.

It is evident that the structure of the epitaph is simple and its content
short and succinct, composed in keeping with the standardized patterns of
Greek sepulchral epigraphy. The formulations employed are commonplaces of
the early Christian epigraphic tradition, conventional expressions with clear
analogies in the great corpus of early Christian inscriptions of the provincial
capital of Dalmatia, Salona.19 Bearing this in mind, we should consider the
following observations.
Regarding ἐνθάδε κῖτε (“here lies”), in Greek epitaphs from Salona a typical adverb of place “here” appears sixteen times as ἔνθα, eighteen times as
ἐνθάδε, and one time as ἐνταύθα. The third person singular of the verb κῖτε is

19
Although we still do not have at our disposal the corpus of early Christian inscriptions in the
entire Roman-era Dalmatia, a large majority of them has recently been gathered in a collection of
early Christian inscriptions from the provincial capital Salona and its surroundings. It contains
a systematic study of their paleographic characteristics, which provides a more solid foundation
for conclusions about the chronology of epigraphic production in the rest of Dalmatia (Gauthier,
Marin, and Prévot 2010). In total, 825 early Christian inscriptions have been catalogued, 742 in
Latin and 83 in Greek.
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a common simplified form instead of the classic conjugation κεῖται; diphthongs
have been modulated into monophthongs in keeping with contemporary pronunciation (both iota and the diphthong εῖ were pronounced as the phoneme
/i/).20 The form κεῖται appears twenty-four times in inscriptions from Salona,
and κατάκειται eight times. The formula “here lies” appears in the fifth century and the variant ἐνθάδε κατάκειται prevails in the sixth century, 21 which
means that the form employed on Lopud also points to the fifth century.
The name Ἰσάκιος (“Isaac”) is a Hellenized Hebraic name from the Old
Testament and is sometimes transcribed as Isaacius or Isaacus in Latin. Five
bearers of the name Isaac (in variants Isaac, Isa[a]cius, Ἰσακ) appear in the
prosopography of the later Roman Empire, in a chronologically relatively narrow span from the mid-fifth century to the early sixth century.22 Regional
prosopographies with later additions increase this number. So, for example,
three Isaacs are recorded in early Christian Italy from the fourth to sixth century. The earliest among them (his name appears in variants Hisac and Isas)
was of Jewish descent, which may also be true of Isaac (Isacius) from the sixth
century, whereas the third bearer of this name was Syrian.23 One of the best
known people to bear this name was certainly the exarch of Ravenna Isacius
(exarch from 625 to 643), an ethnic Armenian.24 The very fact that Greek
was the language of choice for the Lopud inscription—a very rare occurrence
outside the region of Salona, where it was limited mostly to foreigners—indicates that Isaac was not a member of the local population but an outsider.
Although the Greek name does not necessarily imply eastern Mediterranean
origin (because Christianization itself favors certain Greek names),25 the Greek
language of the epitaph in combination with the personal name is nonetheless
indicative of an outsider, probably a Syrian. Further support for this hypothesis
comes from the fact that in the epigraphy of Salona, a Syrian from Apamea

See Škiljan 1984, 268.
Feissel 2010a, 38.
22
PLRE 2: 626–27.
23
PCBE 2: 1159–61.
24
OPEL 2: 223, “Issacius” (AE 1973, 245, a dedicatory inscription from Torcello from the year
639). This prosopograhical collection leaves out a Greek epitaph on the exarch’s sarcophagus from
San Vitale in Ravenna, where his name is Ἰσαάκιος (CIG 4.9869). The same form of the name was
used in the epitaph by Isaac in honor of his nephew (CIG 4.9870) that once belonged to the Church
of San Mauro in Comacchio.
25
Mócsy 1965, 223; Marin 1994, 65. The territory south of the Elaphites belonged to the Latinspeaking area of the Empire; for example, only seven Greek inscriptions were discovered in the area
of the Bay of Kotor (Bocche di Cattaro, Boka Kotorska); see Martinović 2011, 278–84, numbers
1–6 and Łajtar and Martinović 2012, 83–104, numbers 1–7. All of them pre-date the Christian
period. According to Łajtar and Martinović 2012, 105, local origin may be ascribed to only one
of them, whereas the other ones could have been brought to Boka from Greece and Asia Minor.
An uncertain provenance notwithstanding, the modest total of seven Greek inscriptions speaks
strongly in favor of a predominantly Latin-speaking area.
20
21
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named Isakis (a variant of the name Ἰσάκιος that was common in Apamea) is
mentioned on a sarcophagus from the late fourth or early fifth century.26
With respect to υἱὸς Ἀντιόχ(ου) (“son of Antioch”), in Latin-speaking
regions of the Roman Empire there is epigraphic evidence of a total of forty-six
bearers of the name Antioch or its less common derivatives like Antiochianus
(seven people) and Antiochis (Greek Ἀντιοχείς, eight people).27 In Dalmatia,
along with the name of a saint and martyr Antiochianus from Salona, 28 epigraphic records of the name Antioch and its variants mostly date back to an
earlier, pre-Christian period and belong to people from the late Principate or
the early Dominate.29 The chronology corresponds to neighboring provinces,
such as Upper Pannonia30 and Lower Pannonia.31 The only exception so far
can be found in Upper Moesia, dating back to the early Principate.32 From
the late fourth to the first quarter of the sixth century in the prosopography
of the Roman Empire eighteen bearers of that name33 are recorded. In the
prosopography of early Christian Italy, six Antiochs appear in the fourth and
fifth centuries.34 It is important to note that a recently compiled prosopography of the diocese of Asia (eleven provinces in total) for the period between
the fourth and sixth centuries lists four individuals named Antioch from that
region (Lydia, Phrygia and Caria).35
As for the toponym [ . . . ]ρηανδων (“[from . . . ]reanda”), bearing in mind
the standardized formulae used in the comparative epigraphic material from
Salona, here—between the denomination and the date—we should expect an
indication of the deceased’s origin, most likely a toponym in the genitive case:
“Isaac, son of Antioch, from [ . . . ]reanda.” Judging from those analogies, the
first few letters missing from the beginning of the line probably contained the
formulation ἀπὸ (“from”) or κώμ(ης) (“from the village”), as our restoration
suggests.36 The genitive [ . . . ]ρηανδων indicates that the nominative must have

Gauthier, Marin, and Prévot 2010, 2: 1185–87, number 799. See also Feissel 2010c, 63.
OPEL 1: 59, “Antiochianus” (with the variant Antiocianus, not including abbreviations and
the stonemason’s misspellings), “Antiochis” (with variants Antiocis and Ἀντιοχείς), “Antiochus”
(with variants Anthiocus, Antiocus, Ἀντίοχος).
28
OPEL 1: 137, “ Antiochianus.”
29
Alföldy 1969, 151 (CIL 3.8686 = ILS 3943 = AE 1993, 1252; ILJug 3.2615).
30
RIU 2.521 = AE 1944, 117; CIL 3.4401; CIL 3.14427.
31
CIL 3.10841; AE 1972, 365.
32
ILJug 1.37. An inscription of a veteran from the Seventh Legion, Publius Elius Antiochus (CIL
3.8115; Viminacium), also comes from this province. It dates to the second half of the second century or to the third century, which fits in with most of the aforementioned dating for the bearers
of this cognomen.
33
PLRE 2: 101–6.
34
PCBE 2: 151–52. These include people of both sexes.
35
PCBE 3: 156–57.
36
We would like to thank Denis Feissel for providing this piece of information. See Gauthier, Marin, and Prévot 2010, 2: 1123–24, number 748 (ἀπὸ ἐπικίου Ἀττάλου, epitaph of Aurelius
26
27
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had the suffix -ρηανδα. As we assumed before, the second line of the inscription
started more to the left (which is demonstrable for the first line), leaving enough
epigraphic space, for example, for ἀπὸ Καπρηανδων or κώμ(ης) Καπρηανδων.
Toponyms with the suffix -anda (-ανδα) are typical of Asia Minor and
northern Syria and are rarely found elsewhere. A number of settlements with
this suffix appear in narrative and ideographic sources.37 But to judge by the
suffix -ρηανδα in our inscription, the focus should be primarily placed on
the following settlements: Carandas (on the Bosporus), Karyanda (in Caria),
Aranda (in Cappadocia), Laranda (present-day Karaman in Galatia), Capriandas (in northern Syria-Commagene, possibly present-day Şambayat), or
Laranda (in Cilicia).38 Bearing in mind that Isaac had probably come from
northern Syria, we have focused on toponyms from that area, Ariandum and
Capriandas, all the more since they appear in late antique sources such as
the Peutinger Map and Ravennatis Anonymi Cosmographia.39 But the settlements in Asia Minor Καρύανδα (Caria), Λάρανδα (Lycaonia) and Λάβραυνδα
(Λάβρανδα, Caria) should not be disregarded, either.40 It is impossible to
establish beyond doubt from which of the aforementioned settlements Isaac
came. One should not expect an exact match, because toponyms vary largely

Demetrius from the village of Attalos in the Diocese of Asia, fourth century); 1121–23, number
747 (κώμης Αψωνα ὅρων Ἀντιοχέων τῆς Συρίας, mensa of Eusebius from the village of Apson in the
territory of Syrian Antioch, fifth or sixth centuries); 1186, number 799 (ἀπὸ κώμης Γ[ . . . ], epitaph of a Syrian Isaac from the Apamean territory, late fourth or beginning of the fifth century);
1127, number 751 (κώμ(ης) Ἰ[ . . . ]υνδων, epitaph of Eustatius from the village ( . . . )ynda near
Hadrianopolis in Honorias [Paphlagonia], sixth century); and 1161–63, number 777 (ἀπὸ κώμ(ης)
Ῥασέων ἐσωτέρας ὥρον Ἀπα<μέ>ων, epitaph of Georgius and Mara, sons of Peter, from the Axinas
clan, village Rasa in the inland of the Apamean territory, December 535 ce).
37
See Talbert 2000, 851 (Panda in Caria), 857 (Mandacanda in the convent Adramyttium,
between Troad and Lydia), 858 (Passanda, village in the same convent), 938 (Alabanda and
Amynanda in Caria), 941 (Hybanda, today’s Özbaşı, south of Ephesus), 980 (Salanda and Soanda
in Cappadocia), 987 (Dalanda in Cappadocia), 993 (Pacosanda, probably at Melitene in eastern
Anatolia), 997 (Aloanda in Lycia, Arnabanda in Pisidia), 998 (Arykanda in Lycia), 1000 (Kadyanda and Karpasyanda in Lycia), 1002 (Oenoanda in Lycia), 1003 (Orloanda and Pasanda in Lycia,
Saraganda in Pisidia), and 1018 (Myanda in Cilicia). According to Otkupščikov 1988, 15 along
with the settlement Ἀλάβανδα in Caria, there was a settlement of the same name on the border between Caria and Phrygia, whereas in Caria, in addition to the aforementioned settlement
Πάσσανδα, the author also lists Σάσανδα (95–96).
38
On those see Talbert 2000, 797, 798, 801, 942, 986, 1017, 1030, and 1037.
39
Honigmann 1923, 163, number 68 (Ariandum in the Ravenna Cosmography, Arianodum on
Peutinger Map); 175, number 127 (Capriandas on Peutinger Map). Honigmann 1924, 6, number
237 and 19, number 315 also lists settlements Καπροιμανδῶν κώμη τῆς Κυρεστῶν ἐνορίας (with
reference to Acta S. Dometii Martyris), and Μυρίανδος (as confirmed by Pseudo-Scylax, Strabo,
Pliny, Pomponius Mela, Ptolemy, and Arrianus), which was later Hellenized into Μυρίανδρος. See
also Honigmann 1932, 1566, where the author cautiously includes Myriandos and Arganda in
Arsameia among these settlements. The best, although somewhat dated, surveys are Dussaud 1927
and Tchalenko 1953–1958; cf. Feissel 1982, 319–43; Hutter 1991, 67–69.
40
Otkupščikov 1988, 95–96, 123.
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in their spelling between two different phonetic systems and even more so
between distinct alphabets: when transferred to a different linguistic system,
they rarely result in unambiguous and absolute forms, and Greek equivalences
are relative, as are, of course, the specific grammatical endings. It is easier to
establish similarities among consonants than among vowels because frequent
variations have caused the latter to have only a relative value. Under such
circumstances, choosing one toponym over another would be a more or less
random selection, which is why we prefer to sustain from categorically opting
for one of the aforementioned settlements. However, Capriandas in northern
Syria certainly seems to be one of the more likely candidates.
Syrian immigrants in Salona were relatively numerous throughout the
fifth and sixth centuries. On the other hand, immigration from the West,
at least from the epigraphic point of view, was almost non-existent.41 Immigrants from northern Syria appear in the epigraphy of Salona already in the
late fourth century, especially those from Apamea and the Antioch region.42
In the predominantly Latin-speaking Salona of the fifth and sixth centuries
(only a little over 10% of inscriptions have been identified as Greek), these
immigrants belonged to the Greek-speaking minority. To them we can more or
less certainly attribute the greatest number of Greek inscriptions in the town.
This, however, can be established beyond any doubt only if the inscription
mentions where the person came from—a province, town, or village—and
over one third of the Greek inscriptions in Salona meet this criterion.43 Every
one of these inscriptions bears Christian features, and the deceased often have
Aramaic names. At times the influence of Greco-Roman anthroponymy can
be discerned in the names belonging to Judeo-Christian biblical tradition.44

Škiljan 1984; Marin 1994, 63.
Feissel 2014, 202. Apamean origin is also mentioned in a number of inscriptions spanning over
three centuries; three of them were pinpointed back to 372, 460, and 535, respectively. The presence of immigrants from rural Apamea on the Adriatic extends also to Concordia and Aquileia.
On the epitaphs of Greek speaking easterners (predominantly Syrians) in Salona, see also Feissel
1983a, 601–9; Caillet 1989, 454; Marin 1994, 65; Gauthier 2006, 383; Marin 2012, 125.
43
Feissel 2014, 195.
44
Feissel 2014, 203. The author believes that these could be members of one (extended) family
of Syrian descent. Here we highlight the stele of Aurelius Castorius from the village of Siga on the
territory of Doliche from the fourth century; the sarcophagus of Eustatius from Hadrianopolis in
Honorias (Paphlagonia) from the sixth century; the epitaph of Georgius and Mara, sons of Peter,
from the Axinas clan in the village of Rasa in the inland of the Apamean territory (December 535
ce); the sarcophagus of Aurelia Mathaziz from the village of Mag(ara)piata in Apamean territory,
dated to 22 September 372; the sarcophagus of Kaioumas (an Aramaic name typical of Syria) from
437 ce; the sarcophagus of Malchus, son of Abramius, from Apamea, dated to 20 February 460.
See Gauthier, Marin, and Prévot 2010, 2: 1143–44, number 765; 1127, number 751; 1161–63,
number 777; 1148–49, number 768 (= CIL 3.9505 et add. p. 2139); 1151, number 770 (= CIG
4.9427); 1158–59, number 775 (= CIL 3.9522). In addition, a sarcophagus from Split belonged to
a certain Mocimus, [Ant]iochenus ex [Syria(?)]; it has been tentatively dated to the fourth or fifth
century by Demicheli 2008, 69–71 (= AE 2008, 1056). The name Mocimus comes from Palmyra
41

42
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Regarding the phrase ἐν μηνὶ δίου ζι’ (“in the month of Dios, 17th day”),
the formula for recording days and months in Greek epigraphy had been standardized to several basic types by the mid-fifth century. One of these is the
appellative “month” (in the dative case) followed by the name of the month
(in the genitive case),45 with numerous and frequent abbreviations of practically all elements in this formula. The day of the month generally follows the
name of the month, while numerals—as has already been stated—are actually
alphabet letters serving as numbers.
The names of months and their sequence follow either the Macedonian
or the Julian calendar. Since Greek was the lingua franca of the eastern provinces in the Empire, the Macedonian calendar prevailed there until the sixth
century, with regional variations. From the fourth century onwards, the
Julian calendar appeared sporadically and it started to become more widely
used only after the sixth century.46 This is certainly yet another indication
that the Lopud inscription belongs to newcomers from the East rather than to
the local population because it refers to the Syro-Macedonian month of Dios
and not to its Julian equivalent. Isaac’s epitaph is only the second inscription
in the early Christian epigraphy of Dalmatia that does not follow the Roman
(Julian) calendar.47
The month Dios (Δῖος) from the Macedonian Hellenistic lunisolar calendar
is the name for October. It was reckoned as the first month in that calendar.

and is frequent in Syrian inscriptions. For another Syrian named Mocimus in Aquileia, see Grassi
2009, 421–22. A number of early Christian funerary inscriptions written in Greek and belonging
to Syrians were discovered recently in the western part of the Empire, and primarily in northern
Italy. See David and Mariotti 2005 (Angera, Lago Maggiore: a Syrian from Kaprotabis [probably
Kafartab near Apamea], fourth or fifth century); Grassi 2008–2009 (Verona: two Syrians, midfifth century); Grassi 2009 (Basilica di Monastero in Aquileia: from the region of Apamea); Coden
and Buonopane 2017 (Verona: a Syrian from Kaprozabada [Kafr Zabad between Damascus and
Beirut, Zebed southeast of Aleppo, Zabboudé northeast of Hama, or Zebadi on the Orontes],
fifth century). Similar inscriptions were also found at Concordia and Trento. The migrants mainly
hailed from the territory of Apamea. For an overview, see Vannesse 2011; cf. Grassi 2010 and
2012. Isaac son of Antiochus may belong to the same massive emigration to the western part of
the Roman Empire. The reasons for the phenomenon of emigrants from Syria Maior (Coelesyria),
restricted to the Apamean region, into northern Italy still remain to be explained.
45
Meimaris, Kritikakou, and Bougia 1992, 37–38.
46
Meimaris, Kritikakou, and Bougia 1992, 36.
47
Feissel 2010b, 109. Thus far the only exception has been the inscription in Gauthier, Marin,
and Prévot 2010, 2: 1121–23, number 747 from the fifth or sixth century (the Antioch calendar was
applied, in keeping with the indicated origin of the deceased Eusebia). From this inscription on Eusebia’s piscina, Zeiller 1906, 167 n. 2 concluded that the month Hyperberetaios lasted from August
24 until September 23, which was corrected by Denis Feissel: this is the calendar of the province of
Asia, whereas in Antioch the calendar was based on the Julian model, which means that the month
in question started on October 1. Cambi 1984, 240 believes that the piscina belongs to a period
when consular dating was disappearing gradually whereas indictional dating was still in place; so as
far as dating is concerned, he opts for the tenth indiction, which falls in the sixth century.
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The month Dios approximately corresponds to the month of October in the
Julian calendar, that is, to the October that we know today. This cannot be
identified with certainty because the adjustments of the Macedonian months
to the Julian calendar were not coordinated either in terms of space or time and
varied greatly depending on local circumstances and traditions. For example,
when the Macedonian calendar was assimilated to the Julian, certain important characteristics of the older one were preserved: Macedonian names for
months, their ancient sequence, and the rule that the year starts in autumn
(such hybrid calendars are called Syro-Macedonian).48 But not even they
started to be used everywhere at the same time, nor did that happen in full—
especially in Syria and Palestine—so that a scholar must proceed cautiously
when identifying months of the Syro-Macedonian tradition with those of the
Julian. Although in some civic calendars in Syria and Palestine the beginning
of the month varied,49 there can be no doubt that the Macedonian Dios is the
same as October and was as such employed in the early Christian era in Syria.50
In our inscription, the numerals ZI (that is, 17) were written in reverse and
ascending sequence, the smaller preceding the larger (zeta has the numerical
value of 7, and iota of 10). In most calendars, numerals that designate the day
in a month were entered in descending sequence, a larger preceding a smaller.
This observation is indicative of Isaac’s epitaph since such inversion occurred
only where the influence of the Macedonian calendar was strong.51 That can
certainly be seen as yet another indication of his origin.
With respect to the phrase, ὑπατίᾳ Ἑρ[κ]ουλάνου (“in the consulate of
Herculanus”), the formula for recording eponymous consuls since the fourth
century had been standardized for the most part: Greek texts generally used
the type ὑπατίας with the name (in the genitive case) followed by the conjunction καί with name (also in the genitive case), with small variations. From the

Meimaris, Kritikakou, and Bougia 1992, 38–39, 42. Thonemann 2015, 129 points out that
even after a single calendar had been introduced in the province of Asia in 9–8 bce, it was not possible to say whether Dios really started on September 23 always and everywhere.
49
Dittenberger 1905, 1081 suggests various dates for the first day of the month: October 18
(among Arabs), October 28 (in Gaza), November 18 (in Tyre), November 1 (in the Syro–Macedonian calendar), November 27 (in Ascalon), and January 1 (in Sidon). In the Roman calendar
in the province of Asia, Dios was considered the first month of the year (from Augustus’ birthday
onwards) and was named “Kaisar.” It lasted thirty-one days, according to the Julian calendar from
September 23 to October 23 (Hannah 2005, 133; Thonemann 2015, 123, 125).
50
See McLean 2002, 166.
51
Meimaris, Kritikakou, and Bougia 1992, 37–38. However, the authors state that sometimes
both types of numerical sequencing can be found in the same locality. On the Greek epitaphs in
Salona, both old (Kalends, Nones, Ides) and new systems of reckoning time (ordinal number for
the day in a month) appear to approximately the same extent; the new style appears in the mid-fifth
century. See the epitaphs in Gauthier, Marin, and Prévot 2010, 2: numbers 771, 772, and 775 from
the years 440, 450, and 460; see also Feissel 2010b, 109.
48
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third century onwards, the noun “consul” (ὕπατος) gradually disappears from
the dating formula. It is commonly replaced by a verbal noun “consulate,”
with slight variations and modulations—ὑπατ(ε)ίας, ὑπατ(ε)ίᾳ, ἐν ὑπατ(ε)ίᾳ—
depending on the syntax.52 The number of consuls is contingent on the legality
of their mandate, that is to say, on mutual recognition or the lack of it. The
order of consuls in an inscription depends on their social and political status
(emperor, civilian), their age, and marital and family circumstances (husband,
father).53 On the whole, after the Empire’s partition in 395, each half of the state
tended to place its consul first. The reason for this is that since 411 consuls had
been nominated and proclaimed separately and not simultaneously for each
half of the Empire.54
The epigraphy of Latin provinces in the Empire provides ample evidence
for the name Herculanus. For our purposes in this context only those inscriptions have significance that are analogous to the unusual form Ἑρουλανος
(Herulanus) in which the consul’s name appears in our inscription. This
applies to two inscriptions from Lower Moesia and one from Lower Pannonia, all three bearing epigraphic and onomastic characteristics compatible
with the Lopud find.55 These examples—if the reasons are linguistic and not
technical—are indicative of a gradual penetration of Vulgar Latin into the
epigraphy of Late Antiquity. Similar misspellings of the consul’s name were
also made on two sarcophagi in Salona in the mid-fifth century,56 as well as on

52
Meimaris, Kritikakou, and Bougia 1992, 342, 349. The unknown interpreter in 1973 translated this part of the inscription as “future consul Erulanus,” supposedly referring to the institution
of consul designatus. But when examining the inscription de visu, we were not able to verify any
such formulation.
53
Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 63–65; Meimaris, Kritikakou, and Bougia
1992, 341–42.
54
Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 64; Meimaris, Kritikakou, and Bougia 1992, 349.
55
The only absolutely dated inscription among them is that of a veteran Cocceius Herculanus
from Durostorum in Lower Moesia, dated to 209 ce (AE 1974, 570 = AE 1977, +00764 = AE
2005, +01320 = IScM 4.110). In the veteran’s cognomen Hercul[a]n(u)s, the central vowel A was
omitted, whereas the final U in the suffix is also missing. But it remains unclear whether this was a
consequence of an abbreviation or an error, resulting in a syncopal reading: Herculn(u)s (that is, a
completely distorted Herculns, if we take into consideration the reduced grapheme U). There is also
the inscription of the veteran Gaius Valerius Herculanus, also from Lower Moesia (probably from
Troesmis), dated back to the second half of the second or to the third century (CIL 3.14214, 22 = AE
1960, 333 = AE 1977, 763 = IScM 5.117). In this case, the central consonant C (pronounced as /k/)
was lost from the cognomen, which resulted in the graphic form Herulanus. This syncopal form is a
complete Latin counterpart of the Greek Ἑρουλανος from the Lopud inscription. Finally, an inscription from Lower Pannonia (Intercisa), dating back to the first half of the third century, displayed a
similar sound-shift. In it Aurelius Herculanus was named Aurelius Heroulanus (CIL 3.3328 = CIL
3.10303 = AE 1959, 16 = RIU 5.1081). A consonant was replaced with a vowel and assimilated with
a neighboring vowel, producing the diphthong OU, uncharacteristic in Latin (but typical of Greek).
56
Both inscriptions have Ῥεκίμου instead of Ῥεκιμέρου. See Gauthier, Marin, and Prévot 2010,
2: 1157, number 774 (year 459 or 460); 1158–59, number 775 (= CIL 3.9522; 20 February 460).
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Fig. 5. Syracuse, catacombs of San Giovanni, epitaph of Peregrina, 452 ce (photo:
Führer 1897, Taf. XIII, No. 8; drawing: Malfitana, Franco, and Di Mauro 2013,
461, Fig. 9).

Peregrina’s epitaph in Syracuse, where our consul Herculanus was incorrectly
named Ἑρκουλιανος (“Herculianus,” Figure 5).
Finally, with respect to Ἰνδ(ικτιῶνος) ϛ (“6th indiction”), depending on the
date when the year started, there are three types of indiction: Egyptian indiction
(the start of the year varied, mostly between May and July), Roman indiction
(the year started on December 25 or January 1) and the indiction where the year
started on September 1.57 The last one is called the Byzantine indiction (also
known as Constantinopolitan) and is the primary focus of our interest here.
In inscriptions, the indiction is typically formulated as the genitive
ἰνδικτιῶνος, followed by a numeral written out in alphabet characters. In

For examples of serious errors where central phonemes were omitted from words (sometimes even
from nomina sacra), see Feissel 1983b, 28, number 6; 33, number 11; 64, number 60; 144, number
154; 155, number 169; 160, number 179; 216–17, number 262; and 241, number 291. For more on
such errors, see Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 60–61.
57
Meimaris, Kritikakou, and Bougia 1992, 33.
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most cases, the word ἰνδικτιῶνος is abbreviated, usually to the form ΙΝΔ, with
numerous other standard and non-standard variants.58 Until the sixth century indictional dating was generally combined with other temporal reference
points, such as consulate, era (of town, province, and so on) or the regnal year
of a particular sovereign. This allowed for a rather precise chronological placement of an event, but later on dating was reduced to the indiction and month.
Indictional dating in Dalmatia was very prominent from the early fifth
until the late sixth century but rarely appears outside the Salonitan region.
Outside its borders only three inscriptions with indictional dating have been
preserved—in Trogir, Šibenik (spolia from Rider), and Slano between Ston
and Dubrovnik. This makes the Lopud find all the more unique because it
represents the fourth example of this type of dating in the Dalmatian epigraphy outside the provincial capital, as well as the first one outside Salona
in the Greek language. Furthermore, out of the total of forty-six indictional
inscriptions that have so far been listed in and around Salona, seventeen are
from the fifth century (eleven from its first half),59 which fits in very well with
the Lopud inscription.
In the reading of 1973, the number of indiction was interpreted as epsilon
(that is, the number 5), which does not correspond to the shape of other letters
in the inscription, since the upper left corner is rounded (all the other letters
in the inscription are markedly angular apart from P). After examining the
monument, we ascertained a clearly visible stigma, identical in shape, though
somewhat larger in format, to the immediately preceding stigma (Figure 6).
In its shape the minuscule stigma (ϛ) very much resembles the minuscule
final sigma (ς), so that they can often be distinguished only by the context.60
Since matching shapes make it difficult to distinguish between stigma as an
abbreviation or punctuation mark and stigma as a numeral symbol for the
number 6, in epigraphy they are identified according to the context in which
they appear. In our case, this task is made easier by the fact that in the Lopud
inscription the stonemason employed two slightly different graphic styles for
two different functions of the same Greek letter, obviously in an effort to
make the inscription more legible. Where stigma was used as the number 6,
he carved it in a regular upright shape and as deeply as the rest of the letters in
the inscription. On the other hand, the appearance of stigma as abbreviation

Meimaris, Kritikakou, and Bougia 1992, 34.
Marin 1994, 72, 74; Marin 2013a, 177. The inscriptions in question are: CIL 3.2704, 9706
(= ILS 8256 and ILCV 3834, Trogir, possibly fifth century); ILCV 376 (= ILJug 3.2799, ŠibenikRider, late fifth or sixth century); and CIL 3.14623 (= ILCV 1174 and AE 1902, 208, Slano, 11
March 462).
60
For more on this, see Velenis 2015. As a ligature (ϛ = στ), stigma was not employed before ninth
and tenth centuries, in Middle Byzantine texts written in minuscule.
58

59
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Fig. 6. Lopud, Parochial collection, sarcophagus of Isaac, son of Antiochus, final
line of the inscription, detail (photo: I. Basić).

is shallower, less prominent and somewhat cursive in appearance (similar to
the Latin uncial S). We could assume that to a Greek speaking reader of the
inscription the placement and role of both graphemes were immediately clear.
The stigma behind delta in the penultimate word refers to the suffix in the
genitive case and signals the abbreviation ἰνδ(ικτιῶνος). The stigma at the end
of the inscription is in fact the number 6, referring to the sixth indiction.
There are credible analogies for such practice, primarily in the epigraphy
of Salona, for S being used as an abbreviation or punctuation mark (Figure 7),61 as well as stigma in the sense of the sixth indiction.62 It certainly is

Gauthier, Marin, and Prévot 2010, 2: 1103–4, number 728 (slightly rotated S similar to
hedera as punctuation mark, Latin, probably sixth century); 1131–32, number 755 (18 August
539); 1134–36, number 758 (= CIL 3.9534, bilingual epitaph, sixth century); 1141, number 763
(four times, sixth century); 1153–55, number 772 (six times, two times also as punctuation mark,
450 ce); 1157, number 774 (459 or 460 ce); 1158–59, number 775 (nine times, 460 ce); 1121–23,
number 747 (= CIL 3.14894, mensa of Eusebia from Antioch, fifth or sixth century).
62
Gauthier, Marin, and Prévot 2010, 2: 1089, number 712 (Latin, fifth or sixth century) and
1132–33, number 756 (sixth century). The meaning of uppercase stigma in the epitaph in Gauthier,
Marin, and Prévot 2010, 2: 1198–99, number 814 (late fourth or fifth century) is uncertain.
61
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Fig. 7. Archaeological Museum, Split, piscina of Eusebia, 5th or 6th century (after Salona I. Catalogue de la sculpture architecturale paléochrétienne de Salone. Collection de l'École française de Rome, 194, edited by
N. Duval, E. Marin, and C. Metzger. Rome/Split: Musée archéologique
de Split, École française de Rome, 1994: Pl. XXXVI, cat. VII.c.5).

no coincidence that several sarcophagi from Salona—dating back to approximately the same period as the one from Lopud—display almost all of the
listed paleographic-epigraphic, linguistic, toponymic, and anthroponymic
characteristics that we have observed on Isaac’s epitaph. These are the sarcophagus of Cyrinus, son of Thalassius, from the settlement [ . . . ]meles[ . . . ]
(Syria or Asia Minor), dated to 27 September 440; the sarcophagus, dated
to 17 September 450; and the sarcophagus of Eusebius, son of Strato, from
the village of Zopyros (Asia Minor or Middle East), from the mid-fifth century.63 The Lopud sarcophagus adds to the corpus of Greek inscriptions and

63
Gauthier, Marin, and Prévot 2010, 2: 1152–53, number 771 (= CIG 4.9426; on Cyrinus’ sarcophagus, alpha has a V-shaped crossbar, theta, omicron, and sigma are angular, kappa has a longer vertical stroke, and number 17 is inverted: ZI); 1153–55, number 772 (omicron rhomboidal or
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onomastics in the early Christian Dalmatia, which have thus far been known
practically only in Salona.
The author of the Lopud epitaph set a chronological framework for Isaac’s
death by employing both indictional and consular dating. Since consular year
(annus consularis) lasted from January 1 until December 31, and since the
indictional year lasted from September 1 until August 31, in practice there
were occasional discrepancies between those two incompatible methods of
time reckoning—especially if a stonemason or the author of the text made a
mistake in the number of indiction or the names of eponymous consuls. Here,
however, there was no clash because all the chronological data was correct
and Isaac’s demise was pinned down to a date.
The author of the inscription placed the beginning of the indiction in
Herculanus’ consular year and its end in the following year, when the next
pair of eponymous consuls substituted Herculanus and Sporacius. The sixth
indiction started on 1 September 452 and lasted until 31 August 453, whereas
Herculanus’ consulate was already over by 31 December 452. The sixth indiction and Herculanus’ consulate overlapped in September, October, November,
and December of 452, both encompassing the date mentioned in the inscription—17 October 452. The event accordingly was dated to the right indiction
and the right consulate. Thus, Isaac’s death and burial took place in the interval between 1 September and 31 December 452 ce. The day and the month
mentioned in the inscription provide additional confirmation, proving that
it was correct to identify the month of Dios with October. Both indictional
and consular dating are in perfect agreement here. There is no discrepancy
between dual dating systems and the dating is absolute: 17 October 452.

Why is the Lopud Inscription Dated by a Western
Roman Consul?
Flavius Bassus Herculanus is a well-known historical figure of the fifth century, although details about him are scant. He is mentioned in the sources
between 449 and 452.64 In 449, as a well-to-do senator he was chosen as an
appropriate husband for Justa Grata Honoria, sister of the western Roman

angular, alpha with a V-shaped crossbar, angular sigma, lunar omega, stigma employed six times
as an abbreviation and twice as a punctuation mark); 1185, number 798 (alpha with a V-shaped
crossbar, angular epsilon, theta, omicron, and omega, paleography analogous to the first two
sarcophagi).
64
Herculanus’ full name was reconstructed from the following inscriptions: ICUR 1.757, 754;
CIL 9.1371; AE 1902, 212; AE 1909, 66. See also the following inscriptions: ICUR 1.754–63;
CIL 5.5414; and AE 1967, 640 (= CIL 8.8630 and ILCV 2104). For a synthesis of Herculanus, see
PLRE 2: 544–45, “Fl. Bassus Herculanus 2” and Feissel 1984, 567–68. See also a short biography
of Herculanus in ICUR 1: 333–34.
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emperor Valentinian III and daughter of Galla Placidia.65 Sometime later, in
452, Honoria’s husband assumed the office of consul of the western part of
the Empire, which proves beyond doubt that he enjoyed the confidence of the
imperial family.
That year, the Constantinopolitan court appointed Flavius Sporacius
(Σποράκιος or Σφωράκιος) consul of the eastern part of the Empire. Before
that (in 450 and 451) he had held the office of comes domesticorum peditum.
If we judge by the western sources, he was not recognized in the western
Roman Empire.66 The omission of Sporacius’ name from the Lopud inscription contains a very clear political meaning.
On 28 July 450, the eastern Roman emperor Theodosius II suddenly died,
which paved the way for years of political and legal strife between the two
empires, all the more because the ruler left no male heir. The emperor was
survived by his older sister Pulcheria, who influenced the line of succession
when she married a high ranking officer, Marcian. Not a month had passed
after Theodosius’ death when Marcian was proclaimed Augustus in Constantinople on 25 August 450. The western Roman emperor Valentinian III,
Theodosius’ cousin and son-in-law, was neither informed nor consulted about
this change at the helm of the eastern Roman Empire, so he refused to recognize Marcian’s ascension to the throne. Valentinian III did not recognize
Marcian as Augustus until 30 March 452.67 For the same reason the western
and eastern courts refused to recognize each other’s consuls in the years that
followed. In 451, the emperor Marcian himself held the office of the eastern
consul, which the West did not recognize; only the western Roman consul
Valerius Faltonius Adelphius was officially proclaimed in the pars Occidentis.68

Honoria’s dissatisfaction with this arranged marriage supposedly prompted the famous episode when she called Attila, ruler of the Huns, to help her in the spring of 449 or 450. He used this
as a pretext to invade northern Italy. For more on this, see Gračanin 2003, 64–67 and Salisbury
2015, 188–90, where older scholarship is listed as well.
66
In one of the laws passed by the emperors Valentinian III and Marcian from 451 or 452,
though, he was called consul (Sporacio comiti domesticorum et consuli; see also CJ 12.3.2), which
Martindale attributes to the fact that the law was passed when Sporacius was still consul designatus. For a synthesis of Sporacius, see Seeck 1929, 1875 and PLRE 2: 1026–27, “Fl. Sporacius 3,” as
well as Laniado 1995, 128, “Fl. Sporacius 3.”
67
Prosp. Tiro, s. a. 452 (ed. Mommsen, MGH, AA 9: 490.21).
68
An exception to this is the inscription from Djemila (Cuicul) in Numidia of 2 March 452,
dated by the postconsulate of Marcian and Adelphius (AE 1967, 595); see Bagnall, Cameron,
Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 436, 439 with Orlandi 1997, 37 n. 26. Although it nominally belongs
to the territory of the western Empire, this inscription does not give an accurate representation of
the relations between the emperors. It more probably reflects the normalization of 452 (in March
of that year Valentinian III recognized Marcian as Augustus), which was applied retroactively to
the Numidian inscription. Of potential significance is that it may indicate that in March of 452 the
names of the new consuls Herculanus and Sporacius were still unknown in the African provinces.
65
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In return, Marcian refused to recognize the western consul Adelphius.69 Such
a state of affairs would continue until 453. By that time, Valentinian III had
refused to accept three successive eastern consuls.70 The relations were normalized only in 454 when it was agreed that the eastern emperor was entitled
to nominate both consuls for that year, Flavius Aetius and Studius, obviously a diplomatic concession on Valentinian’s part.71 In short, for almost
three years each half of the Empire recognized only its own consul, excluding
the rival one from official records. The Lopud inscription falls precisely into
this cycle during which the West and the East ignored each other’s consuls,
and that makes it an even more interesting subject of study. The year of our
inscription, 452, belongs beyond doubt in the period when the western court
did not officially recognize the eastern consul. Moreover, it is preceded by
451 and followed by 453, years when no change in these relations occurred.
The Lopud inscription is dated by the western consul because it comes from
western territory that did not recognize the eastern consul at that time. Had
Dalmatia belonged to the eastern Empire, the opposite would be the case.
This dispels any uncertainty about how the epigraphic content of Isaac’s epitaph should be interpreted: there is no doubt that it reflects the official position of the Dalmatian province, as a part of the western Empire, about who
the eponymous consul for that year was, that is, where the supreme authority
lay—most certainly in the West.

What Can the Lopud Inscription Tell Us about Partitio
Imperii in Fifth-Century Dalmatia?
As a first-category historical monument—materially authentic, absolutely
dated, and of certain provenance—the Lopud inscription represents a firstrate source for exploring the issues of supreme political authority over Dalmatia in the mid-fifth century.
By the fifth century, the dissemination of the names of new consuls was so
delayed that a consulate would often be over before the information reached
certain provinces. From 411, both imperial courts no longer simultaneously

69
Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 436, 439 call attention to the papyrus, of eastern Roman origin, P.Rain.Cent. 100.1, dated to 21 September 452 (p.c. D.N. Marciani perp.
Aug.). In 451, Marcian was considered the only consul in the East; however, lists (fasti) of eastern
consuls were corrected retroactively to include the western consul Adelphius.
70
The consuls were Marcian himself, Flavius Sporacius, and Iohannes Vincomalus. Marcian
responded by refusing to recognize the first two western consuls, Adelphius and Flavius Bassus
Herculanus. Nevertheless, he was the first to back down when he recognized Valentinian’s consul
for 453, Flavius Rufinus Opilio (the western emperor refused to do the same).
71
Even after recognizing Marcian as Augustus in March of 453, Valentinian III refused to accept
Marcian’s consuls; see Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 441.
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announced new consuls for the following year in mutual agreement. Each did
so independently of the other, which slowed down the flow of information
even more. One-sided consular appointments, without informing the other
court on time, also resulted in the dating formula “and whoever shall have
been announced [from the other Empire]” (et qui fuerit nuntiatus), attached to
the name of the known consul. It grew more frequent and finally became the
norm. The dissemination of consuls’ names was difficult not only between the
two halvees of the Empire but also within them as well. Promulgation of the
names of western consuls in the East was especially challenging because very
often their names would not arrive there before the end of consular year.72
From 411 onward, the omitting of one consul’s name from dating formulas was becoming more and more frequent. Whenever an emperor declined
to recognize a consul from the other side, it always carried certain political
weight. This gesture varied from mere refusal of recognition (a less risky but
reliable sign of disrupted relations between rulers) or prevention of dissemination of the other consul’s name in official documents and in provinces (but
without formally declining the nomination—more a sign of bureaucratic sluggishness and reluctance than a clear political vision), all the way to appointing another, rival consul as the most radical move (equivalent to declaring
war against the other half of the Empire). Political motives were not the only
reason for leaving out one consul’s name. Causes ranged from pragmatic (to
provide dating usable for local purposes, it was sometimes enough to record
only one consul), bureaucratic (delayed dissemination of consuls’ names),
technical (stonemason’s oversight) to completely trivial (lack of space in epigraphic field).73 But when it comes to years for which we have corroboration
from other sources that the eastern court did not recognize the western consul
or vice versa, this should be clearly attributed to the political situation at the
time. Such a conclusion is also generally accepted by scholars.
The reasons for refusing recognition could have been different. For example, it was understandable that legitimate emperors refused to recognize
usurpers’ consuls. In such cases consular fasti and official documents were
corrected retroactively in order to reflect only the names of those consuls
who were eventually officially recognized. However, state authorities could
not correct inscriptions and private documents, which retained the names of
disputed consuls in dating formulas just as they were in the year in question.74
That is precisely why preserved epigraphic texts to a large degree reflect
the actual state of affairs and not formal relations that were established a

Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 7, 16–17.
Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 64–65 (with examples).
74
See Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 25, for several such examples for the years
388, 393, 409, 425, 456, and 476.
72
73
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posteriori; this is what makes them first-rate monuments for exploring the
issues we are interested in here. Refusal to recognize consuls was not necessarily mutual and reciprocal in both halves of the Empire. The West did not
recognize the eastern consul in 399, 400, 404, 405, 424, 451, 452, 453, and
459, whereas the East declined to recognize the western consul in 424, 451,
452, 456, 458, and 459.75 Thus, recognition was mutually refused only on
four occasions. One of them falls in the period of the Lopud inscription. Furthermore, in some cases consuls remained unrecognized for most of the year
only to be formally proclaimed in the last months (this was the case in 405,
456, and 461). We should also bear in mind that a general lack of sources for
the year in question can rarely be considered a good indicator of (un)recognition on either side (as is the case in the year 420). Accordingly, it is of utmost
importance to collect systematically all of the available documents for each
individual year, because otherwise probability of error is high. Documentation consists of several types of sources that vary in their official character and
authenticity: lists of consuls (fasti consulares), legal acts, inscriptions, coins,
papyri, papal letters, and other textual sources such as acts of church councils, historiographic and literary works, private correspondence, and so on.
Roger Bagnall, Alan Cameron, Seth Schwartz, and Klaas Worp meticulously studied the relevant sources and identified all of the instances of onesided or mutual refusal of recognition for consuls nominated in the other half
of the Empire. This is how they obtained reliable information about the official
position of each of them, as reflected in public and private texts. They covered
epigraphy from 284 to 541 in its entirety, showing that the system of including consuls’ names into dating formulas was consistent. When one consul was
denied recognition, his name would be left out of inscriptions in the part of
the Empire that did not accept him, keeping the name of the consul appointed
by the ruler of that part of the Empire.76 After examining all known types
of sources, it can be concluded that such a procedure was applied in each of
the aforementioned instances from 399 until 459 (when one or the other side
refused to recognize the opposite consul). This conclusion is backed by serious

75
For the list of years see Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 25. Unlike the other sections of the book, Burgess 1989 in his review found the sections on inscriptions and papyri for the
most part free from errors. This is why we have relegated the remainder of the evidence (fasti, laws,
coins, literary references) to a secondary place. This notwithstanding, Burgess 1989: 152 concurs
that in 451–52 both emperors officially refused to proclaim the other’s consul.
76
Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 332, 334, 342, 344–45, 374–75, 382–83, 436
(the records should be expanded to include the subsequently found inscription SupIt 19-AB, 13a
[= AE 1993, 740 and AE 2002, +00500] from Bene Vagienna [Augusta Bagiennorum] in Liguria,
also dated solely by Adelphius’ consulate), 440 (the inscription ILCV 2736 [= ICI 7.135 = AE 2003,
+00669] from Oriolo [Forum Iulii Iriensium] in Liguria of 15 March 453, dated by Opilio’s consulate, should be added to this), 446, 451, and 452.
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and competent arguments, the full extent of which is evident in the fact that
the authors analyzed all available inscriptions and found no aberration from
the norm in any of them. This is crucial for our discussion, and we should
pause to consider how it affects the Lopud epitaph. If such a conclusion does
indeed apply to the entire epigraphic corpus that employs consular dating
discovered so far in the western and eastern Empire over a period spanning
several centuries, then it can and must apply to the Lopud inscription as well.
Textual records for the year 452 are copious and unambiguous: out of
eight western Roman lists of consuls (fasti consulares), only three refer to
Herculanus as the only consul (and only one among them does so with the
formula et qui de Oriente fuerit nuntiatus). But this is not unexpected, since
such records were subsequently corrected on numerous occasions.77 As we
have already mentioned, consular fasti do not provide an accurate account
of events for individual years because they were updated later on to align
them with the winning side and current political situation. Naturally, this
was much easier to do with texts on perishable materials and those published
by state institutions but much harder on inscriptions and in private documents. That is why the latter two groups of sources represent a very good
control mechanism, supplementing our insights from (subsequently modified) official state documents. Furthermore, the two novellae of Valentinian
III, published in Rome that same year (on April 15 and June 29) were dated
solely by the consulate of Herculanus. Ultimately, though, inscriptions are
the finest testimonies: there are in total twelve inscriptions that were produced in Rome that year, seven bearing precise dating in the period from
May to November. Without exception, all those inscriptions were dated by
Flavius Bassus Herculanus as the only eponymous consul.78 Seminal impor-

77
It is telling that out of the remaining five lists, only two name Herculanus’ counterpart correctly as the eastern consul Sporacius, whereas all the other lists are incorrect. Successive copies and emendations obviously contain fundamental misunderstandings and oversights, which is
something the authors of Consuls of the Later Roman Empire also point out for this year (“The
fasti became very confused”).
78
Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 438–39. These are the inscriptions: ICUR 1.754
= CIL 6.8460 (p 3889) = ILCV 701 = ICUR ns 2.4928; ICUR 1.755 = ICUR ns 1.422 = ILCV
3506 adn.; ICUR 1.756 = CIL 9.1371 = ICI 8.38; ICUR 1.757 = ICUR ns 4.11156; ICUR 1.758
= ICUR ns 1.991 = ICUR ns 7.19989; ICUR 1.759 = CIL 6.31974 (p 4798) = ICUR ns 2.4175 =
ILCV 165; ICUR 1.760 = ICUR ns 10.27354; ICUR 1.761 = ILCV 3506 adn. = ICUR ns 2.5794
= ICUR ns 2.5998 (p. 373); ICUR 1.762 = ICUR ns 1.3237; ICUR 1.763 = CIL 6.8407 = ICUR
ns 2.4927; ICUR ns 7.19988; ICUR ns 7.17569c; ICUR ns 8.20821. Outside Rome, on the Apennine peninsula, by the same consulship of Herculanus were dated the inscription from Aeclanum
in Samnium, from August or September of 452 (CIL 9.1371 = ICI 8.38) as well as the inscription
from November of the same year from Tortona (Dertona) in Liguria (ICI 7.6). The authors of Consuls of the Later Roman Empire could not have been familiar with the latter inscription. On the
dedicatory inscription of St. Christopher’s martyrium in Chalcedon (dated to 22 September 452),
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tance can be attached to the already mentioned Greek epitaph of Peregrina
from Syracuse, dated 10 November 452.79 Until the Lopud inscription was
found, it was the only epigraphic text where Herculanus’ name is inscribed in
Greek: ὑπατίᾳ Ἑρκουλιανοῦ (“in the consulate of Hercul[i]anus”). The consul’s name is misspelled: Herculianus instead of Herculanus. Also, his name
in the dating formula does not stand on its own and contains the addition “
. . . and whoever shall have been announced from the East” (καὶ ἤ [= εἴ] τις
ἀπὸ Ἀνατολῆς μηνυθήσεται). This sheds additional light on the issue because
such dating means that on 10 November 452 the eastern consul Sporacius was
still not proclaimed in the West.80 Inscriptions from Tortona (early November
452) and Syracuse (10 November 452), along with two more inscriptions from
Rome (20 September and 28 November 452),81 are temporally closest to the
Lopud epitaph that has been dated to 17 October 452. Dating by Herculanus
only also corresponds with the inscription from Sitifis in Mauretania, dated to
3 August.82 And finally, Herculanus is the only consul featured in the letters
of Pope Leo I from January and May 452.
As far as the eastern Roman consul is concerned, it is evident that in
452 the situation from the previous year was repeated: sources in the East
name Sporacius as the only consul. There is one inscription that stands out
among available texts: a Greek inscription from Chalcedon of 22 September,
dated only by Sporacius’ consulate (inscriptions with consular dating typically occur only rarely in the eastern Empire).83 It seems that Marcian did not
even retroactively recognize the western consul Herculanus, since a papyrus
of February of 452 still bears postconsular dating by Sporacius et qui de Italia

Duchesne 1878, 290 restored Herculanus’ name in the dating formula, which Feissel 1984, 567
refuted (all the sources with the exception of unreliable fasti testify that in 452 only one consul was
proclaimed in each half of the Empire).
79
Führer 1897, 150, number 8 and Tab. 13, 8; Agnello 1953, 97; Pintaudi 1977, 222; Malfitana,
Franco, and Di Mauro 2013, 442–43.
80
Feissel 1984, 567.
81
These are, in chronological order, the inscriptions ICUR ns 7.19989 (= ICUR 1.758 and ICUR
ns 1.991) and ICUR ns 2.4175 (= ILCV 165).
82
AE 1967, 640 (= ILCV 2104). We have already mentioned the inscription from Numidia from
March 2, dated by the postconsulate of Marcian and Adelphius (see n. 68). It implies the stabilization of relations between the two emperors because it recognizes Marcian as consul for the previous year, albeit with delay.
83
Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 439. For the inscription from Chalcedon, see
IK 20, 22 and Feissel 1984, 566–71 n. 87. Three laws entered into Codex Justinianus are dated by
Sporacius et qui fuerit nuntiatus (February 7 and July 6), that is, by Sporacius himself (June 18).
The Council of Chalcedon employed the formula Sphoracius v.c. et qui nuntiatus fuerit (February
7, March 13, July 6, July 18). Other texts suggest that the dissemination of consuls’ names in Egypt
lagged behind, just as in the year before that (the papyrus from 21 September 452 is still dated by
Marcian’s postconsulate).
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fuerit nuntiatus.84 So, it follows that the Lopud inscription, dated by Herculanus’ consulate, corresponds to all the inscriptions dated by him in the sense
that it mirrors mutual refusal of recognition of consuls from the eastern and
western Empire in 452. Accordingly, it can be inferred that at that time Dalmatia recognized the jurisdiction of the consul proclaimed in the West. Thus,
the western Roman emperor exercised sovereignty over Dalmatia in 452.
This conclusion clashes with the opinion prevalent in historiography that
Dalmatia had belonged to the eastern part of the Empire since 437. This rests
on two sources, both around one hundred years younger that the events they
refer to. One is Cassiodorus’ letter, preserved in the collection Variae, and
another is a passage by Jordanes in his work De summa temporum vel origine actibusque gentis Romanorum, known also as Romana. Both sources
relate the same event from 437: the wedding of the western Roman emperor
Valentinian III to Licinia Eudoxia, daughter of his cousin Theodosius II, the
eastern Roman emperor. According to Cassiodorus, “[Placidia] gained for
herself a daughter-in-law by the loss of Illyricum, and thus the ruler’s marriage union was accomplished by a lamentable division of provinces.” And,
according to Jordanes,
In the third year after this one [434] the Emperor Valentinian travelled from
Rome to Constantinople to take in marriage Eudoxia, daughter of the emperor
Theodosius and, in order to repay his father-in-law, surrendered the entire Illyricum; and having celebrated marriage, departed with his wife to his own realm.85

According to the conventional historiographical narrative, the marriage
had been arranged as early as 424, when Galla Placidia stayed in Constantinople with her underage son Valentinian. On that occasion, it was agreed
that Galla and her son would receive military support from the eastern
Roman Empire against the western Roman usurper John. In return, the western Roman court agreed to relinquish the Prefecture of Illyricum (a bone
of contention ever since Stilicho’s time, consisting of Macedonia Prima and
Secunda, Thessaly, Dacia Ripensis and Mediterranea, Moesia, Dardania, the
Old and New Epirus, Achaea, Crete, and Praevalitana),86 and Valentinian’s

Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 441 (P.Vind.Sijp. 11.1, from 17 February 453).
Cass. Var. 11.1.9: Nurum denique sibi amissione Illyrici comparavit factaque est coniunctio
regnantis divisio dolenda provinciis; Jord. Rom. 329: Post haec III anno Valentinianus imperator
a Roma Constantinopolim ob suscipiendam in matrimonio Eudoxiam Theodosii principis filiam
venit datamque pro munere soceri sui totam Illyricum celebratis nuptiis ad sua regna cum uxore
secessit. Cassiodorus’ letter was written in September of 533 (Gračanin 2016, 218–19, 220, 222).
The translation of both texts is according to MacGeorge 2002, 34–35 (with minor corrections); cf.
Gračanin 2005b, 29 n. 56. Both of Jordanes’ works were written in Constantinople around 551.
86
Stein, drawing on Mommsen, believes that the jurisdiction over eastern Illyricum after 395 is
questionable. In keeping with Theodosius’ last will, this prefecture was given to Honorius, though
84
85
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engagement to Eudoxia was also arranged. The first part of the treaty was
implemented in 425 (Valentinian ascended the western throne with the help
of eastern Roman troops), whereas the rest of it came to fruition in 437. The
marriage took place; the sovereignty over eastern Illyricum was transferred
to Theodosius II, and a significant portion of western Illyricum (the diocese
of Illyricum, that is, the diocese of Pannonia, encompassing Pannonia Prima
and Secunda, Savia, Valeria, Noricum Ripensis, Noricum Mediterraneum,
and Dalmatia) was relinquished.87 The identification of the regions of western
Illyricum thus ceded has remained speculative.
The literature has interpreted this event in the context of the undeniable
influence of the eastern Empire over Dalmatia during Marcellinus’ (practically
independent) rule over the region. For some historians, the eastern jurisdiction over Dalmatia in that period (from 454 to 468) was simply a continuation of the state of affairs established by Placidia’s transaction.88 While it is
not questionable that the eastern Roman Empire secured for itself significant
sway over Dalmatia under Marcellinus and his nephew Julius Nepos after
him (reigned 468 to 480), there is no uncontended evidence of the province’s
formal and legal status in that period of time, just as there was none for the
previous period. Before Marcellinus started to govern de facto independently
in 454 (as Procopius explicitly reports, this came about when Marcellinus
rebelled against the western emperor), there are no reliable sources regarding
the supreme political authority over Roman Dalmatia. Although it is clear
from Procopius’ report that prior to 454 it was held by the western emperor,
which implies that Dalmatia was an integral part of the West at the time,
there is no lack of opposing views. However, these points are valid only if we
assume that Dalmatia was indeed ceded to the eastern court in 437.89 If we
do accept this premise, this would mean that the sovereignty over Dalmatia
changed hands again between 437 and 454,90 which is not very likely—all the

the eastern Roman court had true authority there. This resulted in Stilicho’s repeated attempts to
annex it to the West in practical terms, as well. The dispute over the Prefecture of Illyricum continued after Stilicho’s death (408) and lasted until Placidia’s treaty with Theodosius II in 424. See
Stein 1914, 347; Bavant 2004, 304, 306–7; Turlej 2016, 147.
87
See Gračanin 2005b, 28–29, which includes older general and specialist literature as well.
88
Matijašić 2012, 135.
89
Kulikowski 2002, 181–84; Gračanin 2008b, 293. Stein 1914, 345 and Posavec 2007, 60 conclude logically that Marcellinus’ revolt against the western Roman emperor is a direct indicator of
where Dalmatia belonged at the time. The fact that Marcellinus’ rebellion after Aetius’ death in
454 had to be directed against the western emperor was acknowledged also by MacGeorge 2002,
37, 66–67, though she leaves open the possibility that the unnamed emperor could have been one
of Valentinian’s successors—Petronius Maximus or Avitus, in case that Procopius had abridged his
original material.
90
Wozniak 1981, 352–53, 355, 358–59 advances a complicated and ultimately unconvincing
theory, according to which the whole of western Illyricum was turned over to the eastern emperor
in 437, but he had de facto control only over the region of Syrmia. Between 437 and 454, according
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less so, since there are no reliable indicators of it belonging to the East even
before 454. It is precisely the absence of any changes on inscriptions—that is,
in consular datings from 454 onward (as well as in the whole period from 437
until 480; see below)—that disproves any kind of substantial change in terms
of western imperial authority.91
After Marcellinus came to power in 454, the number of accounts that indirectly refer to the patronage of the eastern Empire over Dalmatia (from 468
onwards under Nepos) start to grow.92 Although some of these accounts are
very significant (fighting in the service of the eastern Roman emperor, receiving his orders, appointments and legal document, and so on), they are still only
circumstantial indications that can be more or less convincing but lack true
strength of evidence.93 All the hypotheses proffered are based on interpretation
of events from 437 (as reported by Cassiodorus and Jordanes)—based, in other
words, on scholars’ willingness to accept or not to accept the conclusion that
Dalmatia was included in Galla Placidia’s donation, which would imply a partial synonymy between the terms “Dalmatia” and “the entire Illyricum.”
So, between 437 and 454, one would naturally expect the East to have
had sovereignty over the region, which should be clearly reflected in consular dating of Dalmatian inscriptions.94 Scholars have long observed that the

to Wozniak, Dalmatia was returned to the western Roman administrative jurisdiction, formally
remaining under eastern Roman sovereignty. Under Marcellinus and Julius Nepos (reigned from
454 to 480) it was in fact independent but still nominally under eastern jurisdiction. The author’s
dilemmas reflect the contradictions of the sources themselves, which he failed to reconcile. For
further criticism, see MacGeorge 2002, 37–38. Similar hypotheses on rapid successions of sovereignty over Dalmatia were proposed by Lotter 2003, 24 (under emperor Anthemius the region was
annexed to the West in 467, only to be returned to the East after Anthemius died in 472), the likes
of which were criticized justly by Kulikowski 2002, 181–84 and Gračanin 2005b, 460.
91
Gauthier 2010, 66 (consular dating on inscriptions from Marcellinus’ rule are of the western
type). Posavec 2007, 62 believes that in 454 Dalmatia formally came under the jurisdiction of the
eastern Empire, which he explains by the absence of a legitimate ruler in the West (from March
455 until Anthemius’ ascent to the throne in December 457, the eastern court did not recognize a
single, self-proclaimed western Roman emperor, which would mean that Marcian and Leo I were
nominally sole rulers), that is to say, by establishment of a legal framework needed for change of
sovereignty. The author further believes (66) that under Nepos’ rule, which lasted from 468 to 480
(he was emperor officially from 474), the province was turned over once again to western jurisdiction, a supposition refuted by Gračanin 2008b, 294.
92
Gračanin 2005b, 460; Posavec 2007, 61; Gračanin 2015, 21.
93
See, for example, Stein 1914, 345 n. 6, according to whom the rescript of Leo I of 1 June 473,
addressed to Nepos (CJ 6.61.5), proves that Dalmatia was under eastern jurisdiction. However,
this rescript was issued at a time when the West had no legitimate emperor (Olybrius died in October or November of 472 and after a long period of anarchy Glycerius was proclaimed emperor, but
the eastern court never recognized him). Under such circumstances, Nepos had no other choice but
to seek legal advice from the eastern emperor.
94
The first to explore the sovereignty over Dalmatia from this point of view (with the help of
consular dating in epigraphic texts) were Ljubić 1875, 63 and Jung 1887, 186 n. 2, later accepted
by Bury 1923, 221 n. 2. See also Rogošić 1962, 126.
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epigraphic instances of consular dating could be employed as a criterion to
determine the supreme political authority in the region where the inscription
was made. Although this at first seems like an appealing notion, twenty-six
inscriptions from Salona made between 437 and 479 that could be useful in
that respect provide relatively little help:
Year

Consuls

Inscription

437

Fl. Aetius (II) (W), Fl. Sigisvultus (W)

Salona IV-1, 201

437

Fl. Aetius (II) (W), Fl. Sigisvultus (W)

Salona IV-2, 770

438

Theodosius II (XVI) (E), Anicius Acilius Glabrio
Faustus (W)

Salona IV-1, 202

439

Theodosius II (XVII) (E), Festus (W)

Salona IV-1, 203

439

Theodosius II (XVII) (E), Festus (W)

Salona IV-1, 312

440

Valentinian III (V) (W), Fl. Anatolius (E)

Salona IV-1, 204

440

Theodosius II (XVII) (W), Fl. Anatolius (E)

Salona IV-2, 771

440 / 441

Valentinian III (V) (W), Fl. Anatolius (E) /or
postconsulate/

Salona IV-1, 202

441

postconsulate of Valentinian III (V) (W) and
Fl. Anatolius (E)

Salona IV-1, 205

442

Fl. Dioscorus (II) (W)

Salona IV-1, 206

443

Petronius Maximus (II) (W), Fl. Paterius (E)

Salona IV-1, 93

443

Petronius Maximus (II) (W), Fl. Paterius (E)

Salona IV-1, 94

443

Petronius Maximus (II) (W), Fl. Paterius (E)

Salona IV-1, 206

443

Petronius Maximus (II) (W), Fl. Paterius (E)

Salona IV-1, 207

443

Petronius Maximus (II) (W), Fl. Paterius (E)

Salona IV-1, 208

443

Petronius Maximus (II) (W), Fl. Paterius (E)

Salona IV-1, 209

443

Petronius Maximus (II) (W), Fl. Paterius (E)

Salona IV-1, 151

446

Fl. Aetius (III) (W), Aurelius Symmachus (W)

Salona IV-1, 210

450

postconsulate of Fl. Asturius (W) and Fl.
Florentius Romanus Protogenes (E)

Salona IV-2, 772

454

Fl. Aetius (E), Studius (E)

Salona IV-2, 773

454 ?

postconsulate of Opilio (W)

Salona IV-1, 211

459 / 460

Fl. Ricimer (W)

Salona IV-2, 774

460

postconsulate of Fl. Ricimer (W) and Julius
Patricius (E)

Salona IV-2, 775

463

Fl. Caecina Decius Basilius (W)

Salona IV-1, 212

466

postconsulate of Fl. Basiliscus (I) (E) and
Hermenericus (E)

Salona IV-1, 213

479

Zeno (III) (E)

Salona IV-1, 214
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Some of these inscriptions are from years when both consuls belonged to
the same half of the Empire (for example, both inscriptions from 437, 446,
and 454), or were listed in the same order in both halves (seven inscriptions
from 443),95 when only one consul was proclaimed for the entire Empire (479)
or when the other consul was inexplicably proclaimed extraordinarily late
(442). Others are too fragmentary and their restoration is too questionable,
and so it cannot be determined whether the other consul is mentioned at all
(454[?], 459 or 460, 463). Finally, a group of inscriptions is dated by consulates of emperors and civilians,96 where the emperor is automatically given
precedence, regardless of which part of the Empire it is (438, both inscriptions
from 439, both inscriptions from 440, 440 or 441, and from 441). On one
inscription, instead of the western emperor (Theodosius II, 440), the eastern
Roman emperor was entered as the first consul by mistake. One inscription
is dated by a postconsulate, which does not reflect the year in question but
rather the contemporary political view of the previous one (460); anomalies
in another one of the inscriptions are so numerous that it is rendered useless
for our purpose (466).97 Consular dating on these inscriptions is such that it
generally does not indicate to which half of the Empire an inscription belongs.
The only more or less indisputable inscription is dated to 17 September 450
by the postconsulate of the western consul Asturius and the eastern consul

Marin 2013b, 173 surmises that the identical order of consuls in both partes Imperii “does
not challenge the western interpretation because the disputed years are surrounded by undisputed
western years.”
96
In consular pairs, the order adhered to strict rules of precedence: if one of the consuls was
the emperor and the other a civilian, the emperor was named first. If both consuls were emperors,
Augustus took precedence over Caesar. If both consuls held the title of Augustus, precedence was
given to the older Augustus. In cases in which both consuls were civilians, the consul who had
already held that office enjoyed primacy. Members of the emperor’s family or in-laws who were
nominated as consuls also had precedence over the consul who was not related to the emperor. In
all other cases, the senior emperor determined which consul would have precedence. Understandably, under new circumstances which emerged after 411, all differences among civilian consuls
were abolished: each half of the Empire named its consul first (this novelty appeared for the first
time in 421 and became a regular practice from 432 onwards). This was a practical consequence
of new developments in each capital, when the name of the new consul was always known much
earlier than the name of the consul appointed by the other emperor. This makes it very easy to distinguish the eastern dating formula from its western equivalent in the sources from 421 onwards:
in the order of consuls’ names, the name of one’s own consul will always be listed first (Bagnall,
Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 22). Rules of precedence among emperors and members of
imperial families were still being implemented after 411 according to seniority.
97
It is dated by the postconsulate of Basiliscus and Hermenericus. Both consuls were proclaimed
in the East, and Basiliscus was brother-in-law to Leo I. Despite Basiliscus’ relations to the emperor’s family, Hermenericus was listed as consul prior in the West but not in Dalmatia. It is possible
that Basiliscus’ precedence was proclaimed subsequently (cf. Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and
Worp 1987, 18 n. 56 and 465, who leave open the possibility of a consulate); see further Gauthier
2010, 66.
95
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Protogenes instead of then current consuls Valentinian III and Gennadius
Avienus (both proclaimed by the western court). This inscription, especially
considering its late calendar date, certainly reveals that the western type of
consular dating was chosen deliberately.98
The most important study in this context has been undertaken by Emilio
Marin, who collected and analyzed all available epigraphic and literary
sources. This led him to the conclusion that Dalmatia was never relinquished
to the eastern Roman Empire; on the contrary, the province had remained
under western jurisdiction all the way through to Justinian’s reign.99
Although all the indications so far surely point to the western type of
consular dating—and by the same token, to western jurisdiction over Dalmatia—only a defined criterion would provide certainty in drawing conclusions about the political affiliation of any given province in Late Antiquity.
We believe that such a criterion can be found solely in consular dating from
the years when consuls were not officially mutually recognized, and only for
those entered on wholly preserved and authentic inscriptions of undisputed
provenance. It is in this respect that previous interpretations can be amended.
If we compare unilateral and mutual refusals to recognize consuls after
437 (451, 452, 453, 456, 458, and 459), it becomes obvious that the epigraphy
of Dalmatia offers corroborations only for the year 459. The issue here is that
everything hinges upon one single inscription in very fragmentary condition,
so that it is not certain whether it comes from 459 or from 460 (in which case
we are dealing with a postconsulate). Another issue is that in 459 both emperors did refuse to recognize the consul appointed by their opposite number but
only at the beginning of the year—over the course of the year mutual recognition eventually took place.100 This is why the Salona inscription unfortunately
cannot provide any definite insight into whether in 459 Dalmatia employed
only consular dating by western consuls—that is, whether it was under the
jurisdiction of the western part of the Roman state.

As noted by Stein 1914, 346; Marin 2013b, 172.
Marin 2013b, 170–73. Gauthier 2010, 65–66 (catalogue of consular datings) also agrees with
the author. Posavec 2007, 68–69 n. 260 also denies the cession of territory.
100
For the inscription, see Gauthier, Marin, and Prévot 2010, 2: 1157, number 774; see also
Bagnall, Cameron, Schwartz, and Worp 1987, 452. From the elliptic text of the inscription it cannot be concluded if the dating formula mentions only one consul (Flavius Ricimer from the West)
or two (Ricimer and Julius Patricius). Editors of the corpus restored the text as if only one consul
was involved, taking into consideration the fact that the eastern consul Patricius never appears
in western inscriptions. However, to judge by the order preserved in the formulation [ὑπατείᾳ]
Φλ(αβίου) Ῥεκίμο[υ], Ricimer’s name was listed first, and this means that the western style of dating was applied. An inscription dated by Ricimer and Patricius (Gauthier, Marin, and Prévot 2010,
2: 1158–59, number 775) is from 460; its order certainly indicates western jurisdiction, as Marin
2013b, 172 correctly observes.
98

99
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With the recent discovery of the Lopud inscription, we are able to shed
new light on this issue. It is especially noteworthy that the author of this Greek
epitaph, although clearly originating from the eastern part of the Empire, still
deliberately omits to apply its dating in favor of the dating typical of pars
Occidentis.101 Isaac’s epitaph is the first Dalmatian inscription that can be
undisputedly dated to a year when consuls were not mutually recognized and
it also provides us with a well preserved text. It represents a corroboration of
the western type of consular dating.
With the exception of very few scholars (Roko Rogošić, for example) who
interpret Placidia’s donation as the cession of only the formal rights to eastern
Illyricum (that is to say, the entire Prefecture of Illyricum) to the Constantinopolitan court, most historians can be divided into several groups. One group
believes that in 437, along with the rights to eastern Illyricum, Syrmia and its
region (that is, the Second [Syrmian] Pannonia), was ceded as well (Ernst Stein,
Andreas Alföldi, Ludwig Schmidt, Wilhelm Enßlin, Balduin Saria, Božidar
Ferjančić, László Várady, András Mócsy, and Friedrich Lotter fall into this
category). The other, smaller group believes that the West relinquished the
entire Illyricum (scholars such as Otto Seeck, Alexander Demandt, Gerhard
Wirth, Grga Novak, and Stanisław Turlej). According to the third group, the
donation included western Illyricum (with the exception of provinces of Noricum), which also includes Dalmatia (Jacques Zeiller, Ferdinand Lot, John J.
Wilkes, Ralph W. Mathisen, Frank E. Wozniak, Vladislav Popović, and Jenő
Fitz fall here) or even the entire western Illyricum (Šime Ljubić, for example).
Some accept this only in part (John B. Bury accepted the cession of Dalmatia and eastern Pannonia, and Danijel Dzino shares this opinion as well),102
whereas others reduce the cession exclusively to Dalmatia (Albert Güldenpenning, Ferdo Šišić, Jadran Ferluga, and Mladen Nikolanci) or Pannonia, that is
Pannonia Secunda around Syrmia (Stanko Andrić, Bernard Bavant, Vladimir
Posavec, and Rajko Bratož).
The best summary of this issue, in which he proposed his own solutions,
was recently provided by H. Gračanin.103 He is of the opinion that in 437, the

This was observed by Stein 1914, 346. Here we must point out that the already-mentioned
inscription from Slano near Lopud, dated to 462 by indictional and postconsular dating (see n. 59),
also indicates the western type of dating (see Basić 2017b).
102
Bavant 2004, 308; Dzino 2010, 75–76; Bratož 2014, 336; and Turlej 2016, 155. Because
Gračanin 2005b: 29–31 n. 56 gives a very detailed overview of all relevant literature in this matter,
we list only recent bibliographic contributions. For a good survey of literature, see Rogošić 1962,
171; MacGeorge 2002, 38 n. 153; Lotter 2003, 7–30; Marin 2013b, 166–67 n. 14; cf. Weiler 1996,
123–42.
103
Gračanin 2005b, 30 n. 56. The author interprets Cassiodorus’ report in the light of the displeasure that Placidia’s cession of eastern Illyricum caused among Ostrogoth authorities in the
530s. This may be an indication of Ostrogothic and Byzantine pretentions regarding Syrmia. Here
101
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western court formally renounced its right to eastern Illyricum, ceding to the
East all the Pannonian provinces (at that moment Pannonia Prima and Valeria
existed in name only) and possibly Dalmatia.
Such a wide variety of opinions is a clear indicator of how complex this
issue really is. Laconic and ambiguous sources have resulted in diverse and
numerous conclusions, leaving room for dilemma and uncertainty. Before
analyzing what a textual passage really means, it is necessary to study its
textual tradition and transmission in the works of Late Antiquity and the
early Middle Ages. This elementary precondition has so far been bypassed in
the case of passages by Cassiodorus and Jordanes. Only such a method will
produce a more reliable foothold for drawing conclusions.
Judging by Jordanes’ text, containing a more detailed explanation of
Cassiodorus’ passage which explicitly refers to the entire Illyricum (totam
Illyricum), we can infer that Placidia’s cession to the eastern Empire included
Dalmatia as well. Although most scholars are in agreement on such an interpretation of Jordanes’ passage as well, this text remains problematic, both in
terms of textual transmission and philological exegesis. The opinion that the
passage from Jordanes represents an independent corroboration of Cassiodorus’ text lost its credibility when it was shown that Jordanes—in the same
text about the imperial wedding in 437, no less—relied heavily on Cassiodorus’
work.104 Quellenforschung has mostly considered the Getica of Jordanes to

Cassiodorus juxtaposes Galla Placidia and the Ostrogothic ruler Amalasuntha, criticizing the former for relinquishing parts of western Illyricum in 437. The criticism in this case would refer to
Pannonia Secunda and Syrmia, and not to eastern Illyricum. Because Cassiodorus uses a plural
when he expounds on the ceded provinces, Gračanin assumes that all four Pannonian provinces
were donated in 437. On the juxtaposition of Amalasuntha’s and Placidia’s lives and work in Cassiodorus, see Stein 1914, 347 and 1925, 357; cf. Gračanin 2008b, 291–92; 2011, 71–72; 2015,
13; 2016, 268. In the latest synthesis, Matijašić 2012, 127 also seems to accept this, though not
without expressing misgivings about supreme authority in Dalmatia (137) and concluding that it is
possible that Marcellinus professed loyalty to both rulers while trying to find military and political
balance between the East and the West. For a similar assessment, see Kuntić-Makvić 2003, 33.
104
Van Hoof and Van Nuffelen 2017, 1–26. The Historia tripartita (written between 544/545
and 551/552) is Cassiodorus’ compilation of older ecclesiastical historians from the fifth century:
Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodoret of Cyrus. The excerpts from these three Greek authors were
selected under the direction of Cassiodorus, and a certain Epiphanius translated them into Latin.
Traces of them can be found throughout Jordanes’ Romana (for example, Socrates’ Ecclesiastical History from 439/440). Yet, it is not always easy to determine whether the author used the
Greek original from the fifth century or Cassiodorus’ Latin translation from the sixth century—all
the more so, inasmuch as Jordanes tended to rework and to paraphrase his textual sources. But,
after analyzing Jordanes’ Romana and comparing it with the preserved texts of Socrates and Cassiodorus (that is, Epiphanius), Van Hoof and Van Nuffelen succeeded in isolating at least three
places from which it is obvious that the author relied on Cassiodorus’ Latin compilation instead of
Socrates’ original. For our context, it is crucial that one of these three passages refers to Jordanes’
description of the wedding between Valentinian III and Eudoxia, an event that is usually thought to
corroborate and pinpoint Cassiodorus’ report on the dealings of 437 (Jord. Rom. 329). Mommsen
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be modeled on Cassiodorus. Jordanes’ was a work, according to the author’s
own words, that was originally conceived as a summary of Cassiodorus’ lost
Gothic History (roughly written around 526 to 533) and created under its
undeniable influence. However, Lieve Van Hoof and Peter Van Nuffelen were
able to show that Romana also owes a great debt to Cassiodorus’ historical
opus, or more precisely, that it is intertextually connected with the so called
Historia tripartita and possibly with Cassiodorus’ Chronica. Along with the
Gothic History, then, Jordanes had at least one (Historia tripartita) or two
(Chronica) of Cassiodorus’ other historiographic works at hand. In the best
case scenario, Jordanes’ designation “the entire Illyricum” is a paraphrase
and an embellishment of Cassiodorus’ text (perhaps also using the lost Gothic
History). If the event from 437, recorded by Cassiodorus, was indeed a historical fact (we have to keep in mind varying interpretations of the term “Illyricum”), its explication in Jordanes’ work, such as it has been handed down to
us, does not represent an original source in terms of its quality. Rather, it is
the author’s deduction, dependent on his textual source: Jordanes draws the
conclusion that the donation to Theodosius II included “the entire Illyricum.”
It follows that Jordanes’ text can no longer be treated as a source independent
of Cassiodorus’ claims, which largely diminishes the reliability of conclusions
regarding the extent of Placidia’s deed from 437.
After this analysis, we are free to address the actual meaning of the passage. What does the term “Illyricum” encompass? How does it relate to the
term “the entire Illyricum”—as a synonym or derivative? To which period does
each of them refer? In order to achieve any valid results, we should explore
how all of the preserved texts of Cassiodorus and Jordanes employ the term
“Illyricum.” But even now, it is clear that there never was a historiographic
consensus regarding the sovereignty over Dalmatia, and there could not have
been one, primarily owing to a lack of contemporary, clear, and unambiguous
sources on this topic.

attributed this excerpt to “an unknown source,” but because the same phraseology (vocabulary,
interventions into data selection, and so on) is found in Jordanes, Cassiodorus (Hist. trip. 12.13),
and Socrates (HE 7.43.3), this seems a reliable indicator that Jordanes’ text was derived from Cassiodorus’. Because linguistic similarities make it possible to establish in what sequence the texts
were taken over and reworked (Historia tripartita significantly shortens and simplifies Socrates’
extensive and rich narrative and Jordanes takes this even further), we are able to gain insight into
how Jordanes proceeded as author; for example, he took two Latin sentences from Epiphanius and
merged them into one. MacGeorge 2002, 35 supposes that, with regard to Cassiodorus’ position
and access to documents, his report is not without credibility. She also speculates that Jordanes’
source was the lost Gothic History or Priscus (Jordanes used both for his Getica) or some other
unknown source. Stein 1914, 346–47 n. 9 oscillates between the derivation from Cassiodorus or
Priscus. Goffart 1988, 47–58 argues that Romana actually is a compilation of two works which
have nothing substantial to do with Cassiodorus, an argument persuasively rejected by Van Hoof
and Van Nuffelen 2017, 6 n. 31.
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The term Illyricum and its derivatives are notoriously ambiguous, both
in early and Late Antiquity. It can be employed in a general geographic sense
(according to shifting criteria) but also in administrative terminology. In
terms of space and diachrony its use also fluctuates: starting with a province
under Augustus, following the great prefecture in the fourth century (the prefecture of Italy, Illyricum and Africa, the prefecture of Italy and Illyricum),
then a smaller prefecture of eastern Illyricum (with dioceses Dacia and Macedonia), to the diocese of Illyricum (Pannonia), that is, the so called western
Illyricum (including the provinces Dalmatia, the four Pannonias, and the two
Noricums).105 The terms “Illyricum,” “Prefecture of Illyricum,” and “(Apostolic) Vicariate in Thessaloniki” partly overlap and partly clash; so much so
that it has recently been correctly observed how the scholarship about basic
definitions of the term Illyricum in Late Antiquity is in inverse proportion to
the definitions of the same term found in sources.106
For the most part, the theory on the cession of Dalmatia to the eastern
emperor rests on Cassiodorus and Jordanes on the one hand and on corroborations with the close political relations of “the Dalmatian dynasty”
(Marcellinus, Julius Nepos) with the eastern Roman court on the other.107
But we have seen that Cassiodorus’ and Jordanes’ claims are by no means as

105
Kuntić-Makvić 1997, 82 n. 28 and 2003, 21. For different definitions of the term “Illyricum,”
see Lučić 1995; MacGeorge 2002, 33 n. 135; Bavant 2004, 303; Turlej 2016, 136–74; Dzino 2016;
Basić 2017a.
106
Turlej 2016, 136 n. 5. An important aspect of the problem is broached by Rogošić 1962, 173,
when he asks what—from the point of view of Constantinople in the 550s—the term “the entire
Illyricum” might have meant to Jordanes. He supposes that it could have referred only to eastern
Illyricum, whereas the syntagm “the entire Illyricum” designates its constituent parts following the
reforms introduced by Justinian’s ecclesiastical policy. “Both Illyricums” would refer to the one in
the north (with the metropolis in Iustiniana Prima) and in the south (with metropolis in Thessaloniki). In other words, they would cover the entire prefecture from Justinian’s era. Also, the plural
could have denoted two political units of eastern Illyricum, the dioceses Macedonia and Dacia.
Rogošić points out that no other sources except Cassiodorus and Jordanes mention the alleged
donation from 437 (such a report would be expected of, for example, Marcellinus Comes, given his
interest in the events of Illyricum), an observation first made by Stein 1925, 357; for an opposing
view, see Gračanin 2005b, 31 n. 56.
107
MacGeorge 2002, 34–35, 38; Gračanin 2005b, 460 and 2005b, 31. In support of this, MacGeorge 2002, 35–36 points to Laterculus Polemii Silvii, a western source which lists the following as parts of Illyricum for the year 448 ce: Dalmatia, all four Pannonias, both Noricums,
both Epiruses, Praevalitana, Moesia, Dardania, Haemimontus, Dacia, Scythia, Crete, Achaea,
Macedonia, and Thessaly. Unlike Theodor Mommsen, she considers this list not as anachronistic
but as reflective of the situation in 448 in broad terms, with the condition that in 437 both Illyricums were united under eastern dominion. However, this reasoning is circular and implies two
unknown components: the authenticity of the text by Polemius Silvius is proven by the assumption
that the unification did take place in 437, and vice versa. Additionally, if the quoted list was correct and taken literally, it would imply that both Noricums (!) and Valeria with Pannonia Prima
were annexed to the eastern Empire (the latter two provinces existed only nominally in 448). For
additional criticism of MacGeorge, see Marin 2013b, 166–67.
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explicit and unambiguous as they may seem at first glance, whereas Marcellinus’ and Nepos’ growing closeness with the Constantinopolitan court in
and of itself does not prove official political sovereignty (even if that were
the case, it would cover only the period after 454). Although the prevalent
historiographic opinion today is that a part of western Illyricum was indeed
ceded to the East when the imperial wedding took place in 437,108 it is difficult
to determine exactly which part that was, and on this there is no consensus.
The side arguing that the area in question was south Pannonia can certainly
find better support in literary sources,109 whereas Jordanes’ unreliable claim
is really the only foothold for the Dalmatian hypothesis. So, in principle there
are three possible conclusions:

108
MacGeorge 2002, 38; Gračanin 2011, 71–72; Bratož 2014, 336. Owing to the constraints
of space, we do not aim for a definitive analysis, and so we will point out only some of the
sources that employ the term “Illyricum” precisely in the sense of “eastern Illyricum,” almost
coinciding with Placidia’s donation from 437. In one of the preserved fragments from his work
Books of History, the eastern Roman historian Olympiodorus of Thebes (Olymp. fr. 3), writing
412–425, describes Stilicho’s actions in alliance with Visigoths and refers to the prefecture of
Illyricum simply as Illyricum: Ὅτι Ἀλάριχος ὁ τῶν Γότθων φύλαρχος, ὃν Στελίχων μετεκαλέσατο
ἐπὶ τῷ φυλάξαι Ὁνωρίῳ τὸ Ἰλλυρικὸν (τῇ γὰρ αὐτοῦ ἦν παρὰ Θεοδοσίου τοῦ πατρὸς ἐκνενεμημένον
βασιλείᾳ), οὗτος ὁ Ἀλάριχος διά τε τὸν φόνον Στελίχωνος, καὶ ὅτι ἃ συνέκειτο αὐτῷ οὐκ ἐλάμβανε,
πολιορκεῖ καὶ ἐκπορθεῖ τὴν Ῥώμην· ἐξ ἧς χρήματά τε ἄπειρα ἐξεκόμισε (this part describes Alaric’s
mission to conquer that part of Illyricum for Honorius, in keeping with the alleged last will of
Theodosius I; see Stein 1914, 347 and n. 10; on Stilicho’s operations in Illyricum, see Bavant
2004, 306; Gračanin 2011, 63–65; Turlej 2016, 147 n. 50). Olympiodorus’ work, which covers
the history of the western Empire from 407 to 425, has been preserved not in its entirety but
only in the form of forty-six fragments in Photius’ Bibliotheca. Published sometime between
425–440, it was utilized by Sozomen, possibly also by Philostorgius, and certainly by Zosimus
(roughly 500), who employed it as the main source for 5.26–6.13 of his New History (Matthews 1970, 80–82; Gillett 1993, 12; Rohrbacher 2002, 73–81). Zosimus’ text in these chapters
is a faithful derivation of Olympiodorus, and it is here that Illyricum is mentioned repeatedly
as referring to the prefecture (Zos. 5.26.2, 5.27.2, 5.27.3, 5.29.7). All of the cited passages are
important primarily because they indicate that in Olympiodorus and Zosimus “Illyricum” (in
one instance even “the entire Illyricum”) designates the prefecture of (eastern) Illyricum. Matthews 1970, 87 confirms that this indeed was the case. Demougeot 1981, 248–49 n. 52 deduces
(also partially referring to Olympiodorus) that the division of the Empire in the Balkans after
Theodosius died in 395 geographically followed the previous four divisions (316, 337, 364 and
380)—in other words, Honorius inherited the whole of Illyricum. Moreau 2017, 265–67 and
n. 31 also believes that there is no evidence that western and eastern Illyricum were included in
Theodosius’ testament in favor of Arcadius.
109
For example, it must be taken into account that after Attila’s death the eastern Roman
emperor Marcian entered into alliance with Ostrogoths in Pannonia, ruling unchallenged over the
Pannonian region, and this also speaks to the eastern Roman sovereignty in the area; see Lotter
2003, 104–5; Gračanin 2005a, 30 n. 56 and 2005b, 460. MacGeorge 2002, 35 also raises this
point, though in her case it presents a heuristic issue because she presents Marcian’s actions in
Pannonia as direct evidence of previous eastern sovereignty over the region (at least from 437).
This really is a teleological argument, for subsequent events (after 454) are employed to interpret
previous developments (in 424 and 437).
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• In 437, Dalmatia was formally and legally ceded to the eastern
Roman Empire but returned under the sovereignty of the western
Roman Empire prior to 452;
• In 437, Dalmatia was formally and legally ceded to the eastern
Roman Empire, but for reasons unknown this donation was never
implemented;
• In 437, Dalmatia was not formally and legally ceded to the eastern
Roman Empire.
All three possibilities are equally plausible but lack support in historical
sources and cannot be proven for now. Whichever conclusion we choose, it
is still a fact that in 452 Dalmatia was officially considered to belong to the
western part of the Empire, and its highest magistrate held the consulship by
which our inscription was dated. Naturally, these propositions should not be
interpreted as definite claims about how authority was really exercised and
what power relations were in place within the province. Effectively, it could
have been under operative control of the Constantinopolitan court, but the
fact that the Lopud inscription is dated by the western consul remains undisputed: it was obviously not Marcian but Valentinian III who was considered
to be the formal sovereign in Dalmatia that year. If future studies do not
disprove it, then this conclusion about the Lopud inscription will have farreaching implications, for it would be the first contemporary, accurately dated
text, preserved in its original form, to reflect the official position of provincial
authorities on the supreme political jurisdiction they belonged to.

Conclusion
The inscription of Isaac son of Antioch from the island of Lopud is dated
absolutely by consular year, indictional year, and date. We have established
that the inscription comes from a sarcophagus and not a tombstone. The
new reading of the epitaph has determined that it was made during the
sixth indiction (lasting from 1 September 452 until 31 August 453) and the
consulate of Flavius Bassus Herculanus (lasting from 1 January 452 until
31 December 452). All the elements point to the date 17 October 452 ce.
A precisely established date makes it possible to put forward a proposition for interpreting the historical context of Isaac’s inscription. The epitaph
belongs among early Christian inscriptions in Greek, very rare in Dalmatia
outside Salona; the choice of this language indicates that the deceased was
not of local origin. Reference to the Syro-Macedonian month Dios in the
date additionally indicates the eastern origin of the deceased (Isaac’s inscription is only the second one in early Christian epigraphy of Dalmatia that
does not follow the Julian calendar). The use of the Macedonian calendar
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is also indicated by the reverse order of numerals in a day within the month
(another clue of the origin of the deceased). Isaac’s inscription is the fourth
early Christian inscription with indictional dating in Dalmatia outside the
Salonitan region (and so far the only one written in Greek). The deceased
hailed from a settlement bearing the suffix -reanda, pointing to an origin
in northern Syria or Asia Minor (probably Commagene). The inscription is
dated exclusively by the western Roman consul; since there was no mutual
recognition between eastern and western consuls in 452 ce, the inscription
reflects the official position in the province of Dalmatia, as a part of the
western Empire, regarding who was the eponymous consul in that year—in
other words, where supreme authority lay. Isaac’s epitaph is the first inscription from Dalmatia that can indisputably be dated to a year in which consuls were not mutually recognized. It represents an epigraphic corroboration
of the western type of consular dating.
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